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                             Chapter 1. 

                             Introduction 

     Studies of behavior of excited and charged particles in a 

  preionized gas flow have been performed in a flowing after-

  glow on the basis of measurement of the reaction rates at 

  which the active species in the carrier gas decrease down-

  stream. The steady state flowing afterglow method has been 

  developed by the Environmental Science Service Administration 

   (E.S.S.A.) group at Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A. (Fehsinfeld et 

  al. 1966) for one of the measurement methods to obtain relia-

  ble information on various reactions between the active spe-

  cies at thermal energy or suprathermal energy i.e. ion-neutral 

  reaction, electron-neutral reaction, the reaction between 

  atoms with the excited state and the ground state and so forth. 

  Such collision phenomena at thermal or suprathermal region can 

  be found to be common in discharges,  plasmas and moreover, 

  ionospheres of celestial bodies like the earth and the other 

  planets. Hitherto by observations of the atomic light emit-

  ted from a pulsed afterglow, which is resolved on time, many 

  results as to ion-neutral reaction and recombination process 

  have been obtained, however, these accuracies are not always 

  satisfactory. The steady state flowing afterglow method re-

  places time resolution with spatial resolution so that a noted 
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plasma condition can be selected spatially and a reactant 

in the ground state can be introduced into the afterglow 

plasma. 

   This experimental method is almost similar to that of the 

formation and detection of nonequilibrium ionization in the 

closed cycle  MHD generator. In order to attain an appropri-

ate electric conductivity of the working fluid, d.c. and r.f. 

discharge are excited at the inlet of the generator channel 

with seeding  materials such as cesium and potassium at the 

upper flow. For such preionization technique, the ion con-

centration which can be achieved with a given ionization 

source may be probably limited in the recombination and the 

diffusion. Thus the loss processes of charged particles in 

the channel have been discussed in a large number of papers. 

   In the field of the quantum electronics, with development 

of lasers the studies of relaxation mechanism in excited 

laser levels have been discussed frequently. The destruc-

tion of lower excited states in discharge plasma containing 

molecular impurities is of great interest in connection with 

the problem of creating a medium with a negative absorption 

coefficient that is a laser action. It will be difficult 

to isolate and evaluate the role of quenching by the impuri-

ties in the pulsed afterglow because the impurities change 

the electrokinetic characteristics of the discharge. 
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   The various informations drawn from observation of the 

afterglow are necessary to investigate collision processes 

at low energy and those rate constants are useful for seeking 

to design direct energy convertors, the possibility of ion 

propulsion units and the like. 

   The afterglow following a pulsed discharge in mercury vapor 

has been investigated by many persons and it has been reported 

that the intensity of the spectral emission exhibited a  com-

plicated decay on the whole, i.e. an initial rapid decay  fol-

lowed  by  a decrease with slow decay constant. By R.Anderson 

and E.Steep it is assumed that the main processes governing 

the initial decay are spontaneous radiative decay of the  mer-

cury states excited by electrons, and the slow rate of decay 

is probably controlled by dissociative  recombination of mo-

lecular mercury. 

   In this thesis, the steady state flowing mercury afterglow 

by d.c. discharge which is locally excited is performed and 

decrease in intensity of the mercury lines emitted from the 

afterglow was measured from the discharge source to the stream 

spectroscopically. The axial intensity distribution also 

exhibited rapid decrease near the source followed  by  slow 

decrease somewhat distant from the source. From the depend-

ences of these intensity decreases on the charged particle 

concentration and on the static pressure of vapor flow, the 
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collision processes in the afterglow plasma are investigated 

and those rate constants are estimated. The arrangement of 

the d.c. discharge electrodes is employed in order to clarify 

the domain of the ionizing source, which is discussed in 

Chapter 2. 

   In Chapter 3, rapid decrease in intensity of mercury lines 

is described in connection with the diffusion of electrons 

and the electron attachment, which may be interpreted as the 

production process of temporary negative ions shown by U.Fano 

and J.W.Cooper. The experimental checks are described in 

 Chapter 4. 

   From decrease in the metastable atom density distant from 

the discharge source, the diffusion and the conversion from 

metastable atoms to metastable diatomic molecules are discus-

sed in Chapter 5. 

   In Chapter 6, it is described that slow decrease in inten-

sity of mercury lines distant from the discharge source is 

related to that in the charged particle concentration due to 

the dissociative  recombination. The conversion from atomic 

mercury ions to molecular ions is also discussed. 

   In order to make the dissociative recombination described 

in Chapter 6 clear, hydrogen molecule in the ground state is 

introduced into the afterglow plasma where the intensity de-

creases slowly. From quenching of the radiation due to hy-
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drogen molecule, the depopulation and the cascade transition 

of mercury excited atoms which are dissociated from the re-

combined molecules are examined and further, the quenching 

cross section and the transition probability are estimated 

in Chapter 7. 

   Finally the summary of this thesis is described collective-

ly in Chapter 8. 
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                           Chapter 2. 

          D.C. Discharge in the Mercury Vapor Flow* 

   For the study of steady state mercury flowing afterglow 

a d.c. discharge is used as an ionization source and this 

discharge is caused by a d.c. electric field applied perpen-

dicular to the flow direction. The mechanism of electron 

release as well as ion release from the discharge source is 

interpreted. 

   The electron density and temperature near the discharge 

source by means of the triple probe method and the line inten-

sity emitted from excited mercury atoms are measured for each 

discharge current, and it is found that the intensity and 

the electron density increase linearly with the discharge 

current when the electron temperature is almost constant. 

2-1 Introduction 

   The intensity distribution of steady state flowing after-

glow is generally found to depend on the concentrations and 

temperatures of the active species, especially on the elec-

tron density and temperature. For instance, if the  after-

  *Part of the contents is presented in Journal of the Physical 

Society of Japan, Vol.30, No.2, P.528-536, February, 1971. 
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glow plasma is in the recombination region, decrease in the 

electron density  ne depends on the initial electron density 

ne(0), and the intensity decrease is proportional to an
e2 

   Assuming one dimensional flow, the rate equation can be 

 written as 

 ofe a n et  (2- 1)                    ax 

where  vf' a and x are the flow velocity, the recombination 

coefficient and the distance from the discharge source,respec-

tively. This solution is directly given as 

 ne =  ne(0) / ( 1 + a  ne(0)x/vf ) 

so that the intensity I is represented as follows. 

    I /  I(0) = 1 / ( 1 + a  ne(0)x/vf )2                                                    (2- 2) 

where  I(0) is the intensity at x=0 . In eq.(2-2) it is 

worthy to note that the decay mode depends on the initial 

electron density. Thus to produce and controll the steady 

state flowing afterglow, the mechanism of electron release 

as well as ion release from the discharge source must be 

estimated, and the relation between the discharge current 
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and the electron density near the discharge source is also 

investigated experimentally. 

2-2 Electron Release from the Discharge Source 

   As shown in  Fig.2-1 the electrodes are arranged to apply 

the electric field perpendicular to the flow axis so that 

the domain of the ionization source is clarified. In this 

configuration, estimation of electron release from the re-

straint of the electric field of the source is important in 

order to investigate how decrease in intensity near the dis-

charge source is affected by the electric field distortion 

owing to the flow. 

   Assuming that there is no loss except for that of the 

charged particles flowing out into the downstream, the mecha-

nism of electron release and the flow directional electric 

field are estimated analytically using the quasi-one dimen-

sional approximation. 

   If the ionization process is the electron collisional one, 

the fundamental equations can be written as: 

  f ne - div uene =  0  ,  (2-  3) 

  f  ne - div  u+n+  = 0 , (2- 4) 

 u e =  vf -  peE , =  vf +  p+E ,  (2- 5) 
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 Fig.2-1 Discharge electrodes arranged  to apply the 

  electric field perpendicular  to the flow axis. 
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                                                     2 

    div E =  (e/c0)(  n+  -n
e) =  -V , (2-  6) 

where f is the ionization frequency which is intimately re-

lated to Townsend's first ionization coefficient  s,as follows. 

     f =  lu  I (2- 7) 

And with the suffixes of e and + denoting electrons and ions 

respectively,  p, n and u represent their mobilities, densities 

and drift velocities, respectively. 

   From the difference between  eqs.(2-3) and (2-4), the fol-

lowing equation can be obtained using  eq.(2-6). 

 ---                                            div{  (pn + pene)E +  (co/e)vfdiv  E1 

              = div  J/e = 0 . (2- 8) 

Introducing a new function  T defined by the following 

equations: 

    for x ;> - 1 

               e(aT/9y) =  J
x ,  e(DT/3x) =  -Jy 

and for  x  <  -  1 

 T  =  0 

the eq.(2-8) can be rewritten as: 

                                              -10-



                                                       2 

   -(  P
ene  )  0x  -  (so/e)vfV = Ty , (2- 9) 

   -  ( +  p
ene  )  0y = - Tx . (2-10) 

Here, it is found that eTx and eTy represent the electric 

current through the unit area in the y-direction and the x-

direction, respectively. 

   Using  eqs.(2-9) and (2-10),  eqs.(2-3) and (2-4) are rep-

resented with  0  and  T as follows. 

                                      2 

    -
xTx- (co/e)vfOyV = 0YWy, (2-11) 

            2 

              1 1-v
f(----)vf2evfey axP+60x                                      P+Pex                                               4)j011.4.11     e 

      eT a +(1)+ (2                         -yV4)+ s(0y-x)/2J= 0 (2-12) 
    xy            E oP4.ay 

   When the width of the discharge electrode as shown in 

Fig.2-1 is denoted by W, the discharge current can be de-

scribed as follows. 

 dj+ = grad  0.u+en+Wdxdy/V, dje =  gradO.ueeneWdxdy/V , 

                                                    (2-13) 

where  u+- :  (vf-  140x -  1111.4)y  ), 

      Ue- : (  of  Ile(Dy ) 
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and V is the terminal  voltage between the electrodes. 

   By rearranging  eq.(2-13) as follows, it can be solved as 

a line integral along the boundary line. 

 dj/W = ( -  dj
e  )/W = (e/V)(Ty0x-Tx0y)dxdy 

and then, 

   j/W = (e/V)  .5)c (  Ty0dy +  TxOdx ) (2-14) 

   It is very complicated to obtain the solution directly 

from calculating  eqs.(2-11), (2-12) and (2-14), and a numer-

ical solution is not necessary for the purpose. As to make 

a situation clear, it is important to solve it analitically 

using a proper approximation as follows. 

     0 = -E = V/d = const. ( E < 0 in  Fig.2-1 ) 

where d is the distance between the discharge electrodes . 

   The x component of the velocities of charged particles 

dose not contribute to the convective discharge current in 

this electrode configuration and out of the electrode no 

electric current is collected in the plasma flow so that 

 T  =  0  . 
y 
   From  eq.(2-11),  T is obtained as, 

     T =  (co/e)vfE  In  O
x/Ox(-1) (2-15) 
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where  T. is the  length, of the discharge electrode. 

By use of  eq.(2-14) the boundary condition can be written 

as 

 T(0) = - j/(eW) , (2-16) 

so that  0x(0) can be related to  fix(-1) as follows. 

      x(0) =.)x(-1)exp(-    covfEW 

 =
x(  I)exp(   ) , (2-17)  CovfEF 

where F is the area of the discharge electrode and the sign 

of j is identified with that of E . 

   Since  n+(-1) =  ne(-1) = 0, .1)xx= 0 . 

In the discharge region, -1 < x  <  o , the following relation-

ship can be obtained from  eq.  (2-12) . 

 P+Pe4)xx4)xivf  -  (Pe  - P+)'XX -  (4)xxillx)/vf 

    +  lyi
esE(Ox - 4)x(-1))/vf -  pesE  ln(Ox/Ox(-7.)) = 0. (2-18) 

   Taking  eq.(2-17) into consideration,  Ox may be written for 

x  > 0 as follows. 
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 p+pe( -  q(0))/2vf - (pe -  u+)  (0x Ox(0)) 

                vf111(0X/0X(0))  = (j/c0FE)x                                                    (2-19) 

where the production terms in eq.(2-12) are neglected i.e. 

s = 0. With the continuity of the charged particle density 

at the distance 0,  Ox(-1) can be obtained from  eqs.(2-18) and 

(2-19) as : 

     vf
) )-1. (2-20)                     1   x(-T)  =  (  _ + )(1 - exp(-   

 p+soFE  pesE  of  covfFE 

From  eq.(2-20), the self-sustaining condition in the flow may 

be found as follows:  1/vf,›  -1/pe;E that is,  f  >vf/11 . 

Equation(2-19) is approximatelly written as 

    Ox =  Ox(0)  exp(-jx/sovfFE) . (2-21) 

 (x  >0) 

This relationship agrees with that obtained by assuming 

 eq.(2-8) as the function of x only. Equation(2-8) can be 

rewritten as 

     div  J  =  di+cE  +  evf(n+ - ne)].= 0, 

where  ac =  e(np +  nepe) . 
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If the spatial dependence of the conductivity  ac is not taken 

into consideration, the above equation can be represented as 

                    - n
e)  o

f + (ac/60)(n+ - ne) = 0.                  ax 

Then the solution is obtained as 

                                         a 
                 - n

e = C  exp(-c x) ,  s
o  vf 

so that  Ox is proportional to exp(-  acx/covf). 

This relationship is found to be identical to  eq.(2-21) with 

defining ac equal to  j/FE.2) 

   From  eqs.(2-6), (2-9) and (2-19),  ne and  n+ can be obtained 

as: 

  j  vf  
 n

e-  (2-22)           eFE  P
e(vf/Pe  (1)x)(11+  Pe) 

     vf  
 n+ -  (2-23) 

           eFE  114.(vf/P+ (Dx)(11.1. Pe) 

From  eqs.(2-20),  (2-22) and (2-23), it is found that at first 

massive ions transferred downstream by collisions with flow-

ing neutral atoms are released from the electric field of the 

discharge source much easier than electrons and consequently 

by the produced Coulomb force in the flow direction electrons 

are also released from the electric field to become the 

plasma flow. This interpretation is supported by the rela-
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tion(2-20) in which  of/u+ is the electric field on EGD ef-

fect.3) 

 Under the typical experimental conditions where j =  6x10-3 

A,of= 100  ms-1, F =  2x10-5 m2 and E = 5x104  Vm-1, the value 

of the reciprocal characteristic length j/(covfFE) is very 

large that is about  7x106  m-1 so that the flow directional 

electric field at the outlet of the discharge  source,-  (D
x(0), 

becomes very small and decreases very rapidly. 

Consequently the  effect  of this electric field can be neg-

lected in the present case. 

 In the glow discharge region in which the terminal voltage 

is almost constant, it is found that the number density of 

electrons released from the discharge source is proportional 

to the discharge current. 

2-3 Experimental Apparatus 

   A steady mercury atomic flow is made in Rankine cycle and 

its block diagram is shown in Fig.2-2. Liquid mercury in a 

boiler is vaporized by indirect heating and the mercury vapor 

is further superheated before a buffer to stabilize pressure 

and come through a de-Laval  nozzle. Thus a steady uniform 

flow can be obtained. In the superheater, the heat input 

is provided enough to avoid the formation of mercury molecules 

as  well as condensation. In the extremity of the test sec-
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    Fig.2-2 Block diagram of the flow system. 

                  •71r;1 

    D.C. 
 ewer Source  C-) 

                              Tungsten Elec 

                               Flow Direct io 

27!.      Nozzle                  Optical Head        11411 
    Fig.2-3 The arrangements of the discharge electrodes 

      and the optical head. 
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        tion, the mercury atomic flow is condensed by the water-cooled 

        condenser and turned to the boiler by gravitation. The test 

        section consists of a transparent quartz tube with a diameter 

       of 3 cm, and the length of the tube is taken to be 100 cm so 

        that d.c. field is not affected by the encompassing metals 

        such as the boiler and the superheater. In order to stabi-

        lize the d.c. discharge, a transformer with dropping charac-

        teristics is provided in the d.c. power source and stabili-

        zation coils are also connected with the external circuit. 

 The electrodes are tungsten rods 5  mm in diameter. The dis-

        charge electrodes are so arranged not to be affected in inten-

        sity along the flow downstream by the d.c.  field.(Fig.2- 3) 

           The density and temperature of electrons released from the 

       discharge electrode is measured by the triple probe  method.4) 

        The radiation emitted from mercury excited atoms is measured 

        spectroscopically through the optical head of the retrofocus 

        type. For the relative intensity  measurements in the wave-

       length range of 2500 - 6000I, the entire detection system has 

 been'  calibrated against a standard tungsten ribbon  lamp.5) 

        The accuracy of the relative intensity  measurents may be es-

       timated to be equivalent to that of the probe method. The 

        deviation for the constants calculated from the experimental 

        results is within several percents all over operation. 

           The detailed interpretations on the measurements mentioned 

       above will be described in Chapter 3. 
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2-4 Experimental Results and Discussions 

   The electron density and temperature are measured with a 

triple probe at about 1 cm from the electrode. When the 

optical measurements are carried out, the probe is removed 

from the test section. 

   Figure 2-4(a) shows the relation between the discharge 

current and the electron density and temperature at a static 

pressure of 0.65  mmHg and a flow velocity of 130  ms-1. 

The electron density is found to increase linearly with the 

discharge current under the constant electron temperature 

condition where the applied voltage is almost kept constant. 

Figure 2-5(a) shows also the similar relation at a static 

pressure of 2.0 mmHg. The electron temperature are about 

2 eV at 0.65  mmHg and about 1.5 eV at 2.0  mmHg, respectively. 

   The line intensities at 1 cm from the discharge electrode 

are also found to increase linearly with the discharge  cur-

rent that is, with the electron density as shown in Figs. 

2-4(b) and 2-5(b). In such a region, where the line inten-

sities increase linearly with the electron density and the 

electron temperature is still high enough to excite the mer-

cury atoms, the recombination process can be neglected. 

   The density of the atoms  ni at the i-th excited level 

except 63P1 state can be described as 

                                               -19-
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Fig.2-5(a) and Fig.2-5(b) Electron density and temper-

  ature, and relative line intensities vs discharge cur-

  rent at the distance about 1 cm from the electrode. 
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      dni  

                    n - ava>n n. 
  dt-2EX-ya:›nn.           ml e mim eike 

                  +I .Kva>kinenk im 
                             -An . (m<i<k) (2-24) 

   where <ya;>mine'i<va>kneare the transition probabilities for 
   collisional excitation by electrons , <vo--,in<ya;>.nare                       me'e 

   the probabilities of the inverse process , that is, the second 

   kind collisions and A
im                           is the probability of the radiative 

   transition. 

      Since the radiative transition probability of the measured 

   line is very large in comparison with  (v
f/ni)Dni/x, and the 

   discharge is steady,  eq .(2-24) can be written as 

 n.=(  K. A
im)ne(2-25) 

   where 
                L<Cva2.n+>,<va>.n        mimk 

 K.  -   

             1 +Z<VCY -+ L<vo> )neAim 

  Then the intensity  Ii
m becomes 

     I.  = ( Aim/›.,A.)hv. K.ne. (2-26) 

                     m 

               im 

     In active thin plasma, the excitations from the ground 

  levels are dominant so that the term for the ground level is 
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much larger than the terms for the other excited levels in 

thenumeratorof.which approximates to <Ncl>.n .     Ki, 01 o 

Therefore the intensity  Iim emitted from the level i which 

has large transition probability is proportional to 

Aimhvim/:E,  Aim. From Figs.2-4(b) and 2-5(b), ratios of 

the transition probabilities for  the lines emitted from  73S1 

                                                0 states, 4046.6, 4358.3 and 5460.7 A, can be given as follows. 

                   ::  A4046
.6 :  A4358.3 :  A5460.7= 0.441.01.1 . 

These ratios are found to agree well to those of the values 

from NBS  Table6) that are 0.42 : 1.0 : 1.0 . 

   Thus the line intensity emitted from highly excited levels 

is found to be regarded as that of the spontaneous radiation. 

2-5 Concluding Remarks 

   For the mechanism of electron release from the discharge 

electrode it is interpreted that massive ions transferred 

downstream by collisions with flowing neutral atoms are re-

leased from the electric field of the discharge source much 

easier than electrons at first, and consequently by the pro-

duced Coulomb force in the flow direction electrons are also 

released from the discharge source to become the plasma flow. 

   It is verified from the quasi-one dimensional approxima-

tion that the produced flow directional electric field de-
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creases rapidly and is not affected in the measured intensity 

decrease. 

   The electron density near the discharge source is found 

to increase linearly with the discharge current in the glow 

discharge region. It is indicated to be controlled by the 

electron excitation, which is supported by the fact that the 

line intensity of radiation emitted from highly excited levels 

increases with the electron density. 

   In this experimental condition, the line intensity of ra-

diation emitted from highly excited levels is found to be 

proportional to the spontaneous radiation emitted from excited 

atoms, because the ratios of the transition probabilities 

estimated from the relative intensity measurements agree well 

with those of the values from NBS Table. 
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                           Chapter 3. 

      Intensity Distribution near the Discharge Source* 

   In a flowing mercury afterglow with d.c. discharge source, 

rapid decrease in intensity of Hg lines near the source is 

investigated. Both the axial intensity distribution along 

the flow downstream and the radial one are interpreted in 

connection with the diffusion of electrons to the wall and 

the electron attachment. The effective diffusion coeffi-

cient is found to be D(3
,Y= 2.7x103/p cm2s-1 , which is close 

to the ambipolar diffusion coefficient under the experimental 

conditions i.e.  n
e =  5x108  cm-3                                    and Te = 2 eV. 

   As for the resonance line (63P1 - 61S0),slow decrease in 

intensity as compared with decrease in intensity of lines 

emitted from the higher levels is taken to be due to the 

radiative imprisonment and in consequence the absorption  coef-

ficient of this line is obtained as  1.2x10-13n
o  cm-1                                                            and 

the quenching probability of the state  63P1 due to the col-

lisions with mercury atoms asl(va>lon
o =  1.1x10-13nos-1. 

3-1 Introduction 

   It has been reported that the intensity of the spectral 

emission from a pulsed mercury discharge exhibited a compli-

 *The main part of this chapter was published in Journal of 

the Physical Society of Japan,Vol.30, No.2, P.528-536, 

 Februdry, 1971. 
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cated decay on the whole, i.e. an initial rapid decay fol-

lowed by a decrease with slow decay  constnt1'2), and it was 

assumed that the main processes governing the initial decay 

were spontaneous radiative decay of the mercury states ex-

cited by electrons and the slow rate of decay was probably 

controlled by dissociative recombination of molecular 

 mercury.1) 

   When d.c. discharge was kept in a steady mercury gas flow, 

the distribution of the intensity of certain mercury lines 

along the flow from the discharge source also exhibited the 

same profile as mentioned above: rapid decrease near the dis-

charge source followed by slow decrease somewhat distant from 

the  source.3)                 The first region in which the intensity de-

crease rapidly is interpreted as the spontaneous emission 

of the excited mercury atoms and the electrons in this region 

are still active. 

   In most of the experiments of the flowing afterglow, the 

radio frequency discharge is excited and there are a few of 

the reports in which decrease in intensity of mercury lines 

near the source has been discussed. 

   In this chapter it is investigated how decrease in inten-

sity of mercury lines is related to decrease in the number 

density of charged particles under non-thermal equilibrium 

condition near the d.c. discharge source. 
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   Decrase in the number density of electrons is assumed to 

be due to the diffusion and the attachment as a linear volume 

loss. The observed intensities of mercury lines are inter-

preted in Section 3-3 for intensity of radiation emitted from 

highly excited levels and that of  the  resonance line. 

3-2 Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 

   A steady mercury vapor flow is made in Rankine cycle de-

scribed in the previous chapter, in which the arrangement of 

the discharge electrodes in the inlet of the test section is 

also mentioned. The radiation emitted from the test section 

is focused on the slit set in front of the spectrograph 

through the optical head of the retrofocus type. 

Intensities of more than two of the emitted lines are meas-

ured simultaneously with an Ebert type spectrograph equipped 

with  1p21 photomultipliers. In measuring the intensity dis-

tribution along the flow, the signals from the photomulti-

pliers are amplified by a logarithmic amplifier and are fed 

to a recorder. The optical head is scanned downstream at 

a rate of 10  cm/min. 

   On the other hand, the measurement of the radial intensity 

distribution is performed by scanning the image across a di-

ameter by a transverse slit, and the true distribution is 

calculated by Pearce's  method.4)                                     A slit position is con-
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verted to the electric signal by a potentiometer, which is 

fed to X-axis and the intensity at the position to Y-axis 

of the X-Y recorder. The flow velocity is obtained by the 

time of flight method; the time interval in which the slug 

of the ionized gas made by a pulsed discharge arrives at a 

certain position is measured with the probe and the optical 

head. These measured values agreed well with each other 

and it was verified that the flow velocity is constant over 

the distance of at least 50 cm downstream from the discharge 

electrode. As an example, the results of the time of flight 

method measured by the probe are shown in  Fig.3-1. 

   The measurements of the electron temperature and density 

are carried out by the probe method, mainly with the triple 

probe. When the optical measurements are carried out, the 

probe is removed from the test section. 

   The block diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown 

in Fig.3-2. 

                                                                  0 

   In the wavelength range of 2500 - 6000 A, it is examined 

spectrographically that the emitted lines from the test sec-

tion exhibited those from excited mercury atoms only, except 

the continuous band fluorescence which is the near ultra 

                                                       0 

• violet region centered at about 3350 A and is treated in 

Chapter 5. 
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x1: a certain position at 

    the distance about 27 

    cm from the discharge 

    electrode. 

 x2  =  (  x1  +  6  ) cm 

 x3  =  (  x2  +  6  ) cm

             0.5 ms/div. 

 Fig.3-1 The time interval in which the slug of the ion-

  ized gas made by a pulsed discharge arrives at the posi-

  tion:  x1,  x2, x3. From this measurement it is found 

  that the time interval is 0.55 ms per 6  cm i.e.  of = 

  110  ms-1. (  ps = 2. mmHg )

-30-
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    Fig.3-2 Schematic diagram of apparatus for the measure-

      ments of radiation intensities and flow velocity. 
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3-3 Axial Intensity Distribution 

   The typical intensity distribution of the atomic mercury 

lines along the flow downstream are shown in Figs.3-3 and 

3-4. In these experiments, the static pressures are 0.78 

mmHg (120°C) and 1.8 mmHg  (140C) respectively, and the flow 

velocities are 135  ms-1 in both cases. On the  whole, the 

intensities of the atomic lines exhibit rapid decrease near 

the source followed by slow decrease. These intensity dis-

tribution along the flow direction are similar in profile to 

the decays of the intensities in the pulsed mercury  after-

glow.1,2)              Near the source, the intensity of the resonance 

line, 25363, decreases slowly in comparison with that of 

the line emitted from the higher level; the latter character-

istic length is one third or fourth as small as that of the 

resonance line. Among the higher levels, however, the higher 

level give a little longer characteristic length as shown in 

Figs.3-3 and 3-4 : the transition from  73S1: 4046.6, 4358.6, 

0 0 

5460.7 A, and the transition from 73D2: 2652.0 A. 

   The electron density is measured with the probe in the 

flow direction and is also found to decrease rapidly near the 

source as shown in Fig.3-5. 

   In Chapter 2 the atomic line intensities are indicated to 

increase linearly with the electron density near the source. 

Thus the rapid decrease in intensity is found to be  control-
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Fig.3-3 Line intensity decreases along the flow direc-

  tion at the pressure 0.78  mmHg. 
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           Fig.3-4 Line intensity decreases along the flow direc-

              tion at the pressure 1.8  mmHg. 
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Fig.3-5 Electron density decrease along the flow direc-

  tion. 
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led by the electron density distribution which is similar to 

the intensity distribution. 

 Then it is important to take the electron density decrease 

into consideration. The charged particles contained in a 

cylindrical tube diffuse toward the wall, and in consequence 

the space charge field  twill, in general, draw the ions 

toward the wall and repel the electrons. The particle flux 

can be written as follows. 

  r e = -  DeVne -  peEsne (3- 1) 

 r + = -  DVn+ +  pVSn  (3- 2) 

 r = - D-Vn_- p_Esn(3- 3) 

                                                              - where the suffixes of e, + and - represent electrons , ions 

and negative ions respectively, and p is the mobility . 

   In the steady state, r
e =  r+ -  r_ and the situation has 

been treated mathematically to lead the relation for the 

electron flux. 

      (peD+ + p+De) + (p -De-peD-) 
r e= - One 

           Pe  P+Y 

     = - D Vn , 4)            13
5y e 
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where  B =  n -/ne and  y =  n+/ne • 

   The expression for D13
,Yreduces to  De in the free diffusion 

limit when y = D
e/D+ and  B = 0, and reduces to  Da in the 

ambipolar limit when y = 1 and  13 = 0. 

   Under the condition where  D
eipe  D+/p+ and  De/pe  D  /p 

i.e.  Te+'  pe;>1.1.1. and  ue>7  p_, DRybecomes approximately 

   D+/11e)De  +  y ) = Da( +  y )  (3- 5) 

where Da is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. 

   Because the presence of the negative ions  distorts-the 

space charge field, the effective diffusion coefficient  D
13'1 

generally falls in between the ambipolar and the free diffu-

sion coefficient. Under a certain limit for weakly ionized 

gas, it becomes considerably large, approching to the free 

diffusion  limit.6) In active plasma, the recombination process 

can be neglected and the electron attachment is assumed as a 

linear volume loss. 

   Assuming the cross section of the electron attachment as 

 flive cm2 where  fl and  ve are the electron attachment coeffi-

cient and the velocity of  electron,7) the electron density 

is represented as follows. 

  Dne2 
 of  - -(D/  Ao)ne -  flnone (3- 6)                    13

JY         Dx 
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         where  Aois the first root of  j o(a/A0) = 0, that is, 

 Ao = a/2.4048, a is the radius of the cylinder and n
o is the 

          density of neutral atoms. 

             Assuming a parabolic viscous flow for the neutral mercury 

           atoms: 

 vf(r) =  vf
o( 1 - r2/a2 ) (3- 7) 

          eq.(3-6) is rewritten as  follows.8) 

                   ane  
 vf

o   = -(D  /A2)ne - 1.258nnne(3- 8)                    ax 

          where A = a/2.709 and vf
ois the flow velocity on the axis. 

             The reciprocal characteristic length of decrease in in-

         tensity  Se is given from  eqs.(2-26) and (3-8). 

             1 alim1 D 
         - S  =  (  R.Y  + 1 .258nno). (3- 9)            e 

Iim  ax vf
oA2 

             The density of neutral mercury atoms is proportional to 

          the measured static pressure  p s and to the reciprocal satu-

         ration temperature  lc'. Therefore the density can be ex-

          pressed to be proportional to the normalized pressure p 

          as follows. 

                      p =  (ps/Ts)Ts/ , 

          where  T
sl is the saturation temperature at the vapor pressure 
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1 mmHg. Making use of this normalized pressure, eq.(3-9) 

is given as 

 Sevf
op =  (D  /A2)p +  3.04x1016flp2 . (3-10) 

Figure 3-6 shows the relation between Sevf
op  and the discharge 

current. In general  Sevf
op is found to be independent of 

the discharge current, however, for the transition from the 

level near the ionization level the fluctuation of Setends 

to increase a little with the discharge current. 

   As shown in Fig.3-7, Sevf p is found to depend linearly 

on p2. Using  eq.(3-10), D13and n can be calculated and 
                              51 

these results are shown in Table 3-1. 

   On an average, the value of n becomes  1.6x10-13 3-1                                                         cms 

and in comparison with the value calculated by  P.Dandurand9) 

this value is about eight times large, but assuming that the 

cross section of the electron attachment is equal to fl/ve, 

this cross section agrees to that calculated by H.S.W.Massey 

at 4  eV.7) The effective diffusion coefficient was found 

to be about one hundredth as small as the free diffusion co-

efficient in this experimental condition. 

   Decrease in intensity of the resonance line will be under-

mentioned. 

   The slow decrease in intensity of the resonance line in 
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Fig.3-6 The reciprocal characteristic lengths of inten-

  sity decreases vs discharge current. 
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 Fig.3-7evfop for various line intensity decreases as 

  a function of the square of the normalized static pres-

  sure. 
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3

1.6x10
-13
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1  1.4x10
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Quenching  Cross  section
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 (  cm
-1

) of  Hg(6  3P
1)  (A2 )

 VD

 k = 1  .2x10
 -13

n
 0  0

0.038

 1  .31x10 *-13n
o

Table 3-1 Effective diffusion coefficient  D                                                 f3
,Y 
             and electron attachment coefficient  n. 

  The upper state 
                           ( cm3s-1 ) D p (cm2s-1mmHg) 

of the observed line,*)1 

 73S1 1.8x10-13                                               4.7x103 

 63D3  1.6x10-13  2.7x103 

  73D32' 83S1 1.4x10-13                                                 2.4x103 ** 

               * The value with the correction for the restricted discharge 

     source. 

** Calculated from the half breadth of the radial intensity 

    distribution. 

Table 3-2 Absorption coefficient of the resonance radiation 

                                         3 
            and quenching cross section of Hg(6 p ) 

                                            1 

   Absorption coefficient Quenching cross section 

            (  cm-1 )0                             of Hg(63P1) (A2 ) 

   ko = 1.2x10-13n
o 
                                         0.038 

 1.31x10-13n0 

     From  Zemansky's data.11) 
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comparison with that of lines emitted from the higher levels 

may be taken to be due to the radiative imprisonment. 

   It may be appropriate to consider that the decrease in 

intensity of the resonance line in this region is controlled 

by the resonance absorption and the atomic collision as a 

linear volume loss, 

 Hg(63Pi) + Hg  ----Hg(63P0) + Hg. (3-11) 

If the quenching probability of the resonance  level,is rep-

resented as<v0.10no'the decrease in intensity of the reso-

nance radiation is written as 

 vfoaam_  (Dr/A2)nr - 1.258<ya>10nonr,(3-12)           ax 

where  nr and Dr are the density of excited atoms in the reso-

nance level 63P1 and the diffusion coefficient of the radi-

ation diffusing through gas atmosphere respectively. 

According to C.Kenty, the diffusion coefficient Dr is given 

 by10) 
 .2A 

    Dr  =   F(Jln  koA) - F(/2ln  koA) j- (3-13)            35-koT 

where F(t) = exp(-t2) exp(x2)dx, 

       T is the life time of the state 63P 

        ko the absorption coefficient at the center of 

              the line, 
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and A the thickness of the layer of gas. 

   Using  eq.(3-12), the reciprocal characteristic length of 

the resonance radiation  S
r is represented by 

 rvp =  (Dr/A2)p + 3.04x1016<va>0p2 (3-14) 

                                 1 From Fig.3-7,
rvfop depends linearly on p2 so that (Dr/A2)p 

is found to be  0.24x104  s-1mmHg. 

Substituting T =  1.1x10-7 s and A = 0.57 cm into  eq.(3-13), 

k
ois obtained as 

 ko = 2.86x103 p CM-1 

or rewriting p to  n
o 

                   k o = 1.2x10-13no cm-1. 

This relationship agrees well with that given by M.W.Zemansky, 

that is,  k o =  1.3x10-13no  cm-1. 11) 

   Then, the quenching probability of the state 63P1 by 

mercury atoms can be given  as4(voon o =  1.1x10-13no  s-1 
so that at about  400°K, an average quenching cross section 

                                            ° can be yielded as<4:>0=0.038 A2when the relative motion 

of the particles is taken into consideration. This value 

is about one order smaller than the quenching cross section 

of the state 63P1 by nitrogen molecules by  E.W.Samson.12) 

These results are tabulated in Table 3-2. 
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3-4 Radial Intensity Distribution 

   To clarify the charged particle diffusion to the wall as 

mentioned in the previous section 3-3, it is important to 

measure the radial distribution of the excited atoms. 

   The apparent radial intensity distribution  I(y) is meas-

ured by means of scanning across the image focused in front 

of the slit of the spectrograph. Assuming that the source 

has a cylindrical symmetry, the relationship between the 

observed distribution  I(y) and the true n(r) is given by 

 `a n(r)r 

 I(y)  =  2   dr .  ̂   r=y  j  2 2                                -y 

In order to get the true intensity distribution, the inverse 

transform of the Abel's integral is carried out by the Pearce's 

 method.4) 

   The true radial distributions near the source are shown 

in Fig.3-8. These profiles are similar to those of the dif-

fusions in the free space. And in our  case, the effect that 

the discharge occurs on the restricted region has to be taken 

into consideration. 

    If the active region as the source of charged particles is 

represented by a radius b from the center axis, the radial 

distribution can be described as follows. 

For 0  <  r  <,b 
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   Fig.3-8 Radial intensity distribution. 

     The solid lines show analytic solution of the radial dis-

     tribution which restricts an active region within a  cer-

     tain radius b, and the plots show the inverted radial 

     intensity distributions. 
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          ne/ne(0) =  Jo( r/Ac ) (3-15) 

and for b <r <  a 

               ne/ne(0) =  (b/Ac)Ji(b/Ac)ln(a/r) (3-16) 

where the corrected  diffusion length Ac must satisfy the fol-

lowing equation, 

                    jo(b/Ac) 
 ln(a/b)  - 

 (b/Ac)j1(b/Ac) (3-17) 

and  Jo and  J1 are the zero-th and the first order Bessel's 

function respectively. The relationship(3-17) is shown in 

Fig.3-9. The solid lines in Fig.3-8 show the cases when 

b = 0.3 and b = 0.5 where the corrected diffusion lengths are 

0.292 and 0.424 respectively. (Fig.3-9) 

   Through the experiments, the discharge electrodes are set 

up at the interval of 1 cm. (2b = 1 cm) The diffusion coef-

ficient corrected for this effect is also shown in Table 3-1. 

   The parameter b represents the diffusing rate of the active 

region as the ionized gas moves to the flow downstream, and 

defines the half breadth of the radial intensity distribution. 

   In the region near the source where rapid decrease in in-

tensity is observed, the half breadths of the radial intensi-

ty distributions as a function of the  distance  from the elec-

trode are shown in  Fig.3-10, which represents the process of 
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Fig.3-9 Relation between ln(b/a) and  b/As. 
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 Fig.3-10 Relation between half breadth of the radial 

  intensity distribution and distance from the discharge 

  electrode. 
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the diffusion toward the wall. 

  Using  eqs.(3-16) and (3-17), the half breadth is defined 

as follows under the condition that b/a  < 0.56 or  x2-(1.26a2. 

    x = 2a  expL(1/2)1n(a/b)/jo(b/Ac) (3-18) 

Then taking the notation  X2 for square of the effective  di-

ameter of the discharge source, the relationship between x2 

and the distance from the electrode may be approximately  de-

scribed as 

       X2       — X2o = 2 Dx/vf o•(3-19) 

From this relationship, it can be calculated that 

            DYp=2.4x103  cm2s-1mmHg. 

This value agrees well with that of the corrected diffusion 

coefficient with a restricted active region, which is given 

in Table 3-1. 

3-5 Discussions and Concluding Remarks 

   In the preionized gas flow, the intensities decreasing 

rapidly near the source are measured and interpreted. 

In this region, it is found that the plasma introduced into 

the flow is considerably active and decrease in intensity of 
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radiation emitted from the levels higher than the resonance 

level is ascribed to the diffusion and to the electron attach-

ment as a linear volume loss of the electrons. It is esti-

mated that the recombination process is masked by them. 

   As mentioned in Chapter 2, the statement above is supported 

by the fact that the intensity of radiation near the source 

increases linearly with the electron density and electron 

temperature is high enough to excite atoms and not to be as-

sociated with the recombination process. The diffusion co-

efficient calculated from the experimental results is found 

to be about 4-5 times as large as the ambipolar diffusion co-

efficient measured previously in the positive column.13) 

   This value can be interpreted as the transition from free 

to ambipolar diffusion under the experimental condition and 

as the increment of the diffusion coefficient due to the 

negative ion produced by electron attachment. 

   The limit where the transition from free to ambipolar 

diffusion is remarkable in mercury atoms is calculated by 

means of constant ratio  approximation6) and it can be found 

that the free diffusion predominates in the condition as fol-

lows: 

          Te  =  De/pe  3.5x10-7ne 

where Te and  ne present the electron temperature in eV and 
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       the electron density per cubic centimeters respectively. 

       Under the present experimental conditions with ne = 5x108  cm-3 

      and Te = 2 eV, the effective diffusion coefficient calculated 

      by constant ratio approximation is almost equal to  D
a, how-

      ever, that calculated by accurate calculation6)will be esti-

      mated about 1.5 times as large as  D
a. Since in  nonequilibri-

      um ionization, the ambipolar diffusion coefficient is propor-

      tional to the electron temperature, the corrected effective 

      diffusion coefficient introduced in this analysis can prob-

      ably be estimated to be near the ambipolar diffusion  coeffi-

      cient at 2 eV. 

         The decrease in intensity of the resonance radiation masks 

      the rapid decrease in intensity related by the electron dif-

      fusion and the electron attachment. This decrease is  inter-

      preted as imprisonment of radiation. The absorption  coeffi-

      cdent calculated from the experimental results agrees  well 

      with that given by M.W.Zemansky. The collision process as 

      the linear volume loss that the resonance states are quenched 

      by collisions with mercury atoms and the cross section is 

                                    ° 

      obtained as 0.38 A2, taking the relative motion of both atoms 

       into consideration. 
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                                  Chapter 4. 

              Electron Attachment near the Discharge Source* 

          The electron attachment process near the discharge source 

      described in Chapter 3 may be interpreted as the production 

       process of the short lived negative ion  'attributed by U.Fano 

       and J.W.Cooper on the experimental ground that the maximum 

      of the metastable atom density is found in this region and 

       the negative ions are not found downstream far from this re-

       gion. If this process can be regarded, the dissociative 

       rate constant of the short lived negative ions converted to 

       the metastable atoms and electrons may be estimated to be 

       about  2x104  s-1 experimentally. 

       4-1 Introduction 

         Lately the fine structure of the optical excitation func-

      tions has been found by means of monoenergetic electron beams 

       in a low energy  range.1,2)                                      However, a similar method is in-

      valid for investigating excitation functions of metastable 

      levels, since the radiative transitions from these levels are 

      forbidden by the selection rules. So the transmission of 

       monoenergetic electrons through various gases and vapors 

 *Part of the contents is presented in Journal of the Physical 

      Society of Japan, Vol.31, No.3, P. 910-918, September , 1971. 
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are measured and a large number of resonances in the trans-

mission current have been observed by J.A.Simpson and  collab-

orators.3)               Those resonances are attributed to the reversible 

formation of a negative ion according to the reaction scheme: 

           e + A  =›..  A  e  +  A. 

   By U.Fano and  J.W.Cooper4) it was shown that when many 

levels of  A belong to a single configuration, the upper ones 

among them may lie  a.boVe the inelastic threshold of the  reac-

tion: e + A   e + A , so that the  reac-

                                                     _ tion e + A  ---7A e + A 

is energetically possible. The excitation functions of 

mercury radiative levels were investigated but on the other 

hand those of the metastable states 63P02of mercury have 

not been investigated accurately at the present time. 

A.I.Korotkov measured the excitation function for the 63P0— 

61S0transition by an electrical method based on recording 

the kinetic energy of electrons which were subjected to in-

elastic collisions of the second kind with metastable mercury 

atoms. Then, using the Klein and Rosseland relationship5) 

the excitation function was established for inelastic col-

lisions of the first kind, which corresponds to the  61S0 — 

63P0transition. It was found that the excitation function 

has two fine structure  maxima.. For the interpretation of 

the first maximum, it is suggested that the possibility of 
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     the electron attachment given by U.Fano and J.W.Cooper is not 

 excluded.6) 

        In this chapter, the electron attchment process given by 

    them is explained in the section 4-2 and the applicability of 

    this process to the experiment is interpreted on the bases of 

    the experimental results in the section 4-3 . 

    4-2 Short-lived Negative Ions 

        A large number of resonances in the transmission of mono-

    energetic electron beams through mercury vapor have been ob-

    served by C.E.Kuyatt,J.A.Simpson and  S .R.Mielczarek.3) 

    The three resonances observed in the electron energy from 4 

    to 5 eV are shown in  Fig.4-l. Assuming the presence of the 

    short-lived negative ions, the levels of  Hg at 4 .07, 4.29 

    and 4.89 eV are identified spectroscopically as  follows:4) 

                       4.07 eV 6s6p2  4P172 , 

                       4.29 eV 6s6p2  4P3/2 , 

                        4.89 eV 6s6p2  4P5/2 
. 

       The  4P5/2 resonance lies above the 3P0mercury metastable 

    state threshold and practically coincides with the  3P
1 thresh-

    old so that the following reaction is energetically possible . 
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Fig.4-1 Resonances in transmission in Hg. (from Ref.3) 

                    0.4 

                                     • • 

.. 

     0! i ° •  
 4.575  5.5 6  6.5 7  7.5 8 

                           eV 

Fig.4-2 Dependence of the effective cross section on 

  electron velocity. (from Ref.5) 
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 e +  Hg(4P5/2) e + Hg (3Po) (4- 1) 

         The excitation functions of the metastable state  63P0 were 

      measured by K.I.Korotkov, and was found to have two fine 

      structure maxima. Figure 4-2 reproduces tracing of depend-

      ence of the effective cross section on electron velocity from 

 Ref.5. The presence of the first maximum located near the 

      excitation threshold may be interpreted as being due to the 

 reaction(4-1). 

         When the cross section of negative ion formation in the 

 reaction(4-1) is denoted by a
a, the dependence of this elec-

      tron attachment coefficient  71 on the electron temperature T
e 

      can be represented as: 

                                                            co           =  <veaa. =12Tnejrliaa(U)F(Te,U)dU , (4- 2) 

      where U and  F(Te,U) are the electron kinetic energy and the 

      Maxwell energy distribution at  T
e, respectively. 

      Denoting the center of the resonance and the resonance width 

      by  U0 and AU respectively, the cross section a
a(U) may be 

      approximated from  Fig.4-1 as follows: 

            for  U
o - AU/2  < U  <  U  +  AU/2, 

                      as = const. 

     and for  U o - AU/2 or U  )>IJo + AU/2, 
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                     Electron Temperature 

Fig.4-3 Dependence of the electron attachment coefficient 

 fl on the electron temperature  Te. 
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              a a= 0 . 

When  Uo = 4.9  eV,  AU = 0.4 eV and  n(T
e= 2 eV) =  1.6x10-13 

    -3-1 
cms from the result in Chapter 3, the dependence of non T

e 

is shown in Fig.4-3. 

   It is found that the electron attachment of the reaction 

 (4-1) may not be taken into consideration at the electron 

temperature lower than about 0.5 eV from Fig.4-3. 

   Thus the applicability of the electron attachment process 

(4-1) to the present experiment is discussed as follows. 

4-3 Experimental Verification 

   As shown in Fig.4-4(a), it was found that decrease in in-

tensity of mercury lines was rapid near the discharge source 

followed by slow somewhat distant from the source. 

The reciprocal characteristic length of rapid decrease in 

 intensity  Se was found to be represented  as7) 

 Se =  (Dae/A' +  nno)/vf = (1.52/p + 0.487p)x104/vf  cm-1, 

                                                    (4- 3) 

where  Dae' A,  nno'  of and p are the ambipolar diffusion co-

efficient in  cm2s-1, the diffusion length of the radial com-

ponent in cm, the electron attachment probability in  s-1, 

the flow velocity in cm  s-1 and the static pressure in  mmHg, 

respectively. 
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Fig.4-4(a) Decrease in intensity along the flow down-

  stream. 

Fig.4-4(b) Density variation of metastable atom along 

  the flow downstream. The density is calculated from 

  absorption on the assumption that  Ave/Ova = 1. 
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   If the electron attachment coefficient n is applicable to 

the region where the intensity distribution decreases slowly , 

negative ions become dominant so that the slow decrease in 

intensity somewhat distant from the discharge source will 

have to be interpreted as the recombination between positive 

and negative ions. In order to examine which is predominant 

in this region, electron or negative ion, the relation be-

tween current and voltage induced by MHD effect is measured 

in the arrangement as shown in Fig.4-5. The experimental 

conditions and results are shown in Table 4-1. 

   In the MHD channel with the parallel electrodes , the cur-

rent can be expressed as  follows.8) 

              e n (eT/m) 
 IL  = (S/d) (vfBd - V) , (4- 4) 

              1 + (eT/m)2B2 

where m is the mass of charged particle, 

      n the density of charged particle, 

and T the mean free time. 

Since n is about  5x108  cm-3 in this case, the value (e/m)T 

is calculated at about 4.5 in MKSA system of units from the 

relationship(4-4) and the value agrees with that for electrons 

at the electron temperature from 0.1 to 0.2 eV, i.e. (e/m
e)Te 
 ,--10/p in MKSA system of  units.9) 

Consequently, it is found that the charged particles in this 
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Fig.4-5 Measurement of current and voltage induced by 

 MHD effect using the continuous electrodes. 
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Table 4-1 Relation between current and voltage induced 

            by  MHD effect. (at about 15 cm from the dis-

             charge source) 

  Terminal voltage V (mV) Current  IL (pA) 

  2 7.5 

   70 7.1 

   630 4.2 

   Experimental condition 

        Discharge current 8 mA (400 V) 

         Magnetic flux density B=0.46 Weber/m2 

       Gap of electrodes d=2.3 cm 

        Area of electrode  S=1.5cm x 8cm 

      Flow velocity  vf=130  m/s 

       Static pressure p=2.2 mmHg 
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region where the intensity decreases slowly are almost  elec-

trons and positive ions. 

   As for production of short-lived negative ions near the 

discharge source where the electron temperature is high  (,-2 

eV), an electron attachment process by energy resonance can 

be considered. The short-lived negative ion may be sepa-

rated into the metastable atom  Hg(63P0) and electron with 

slow velocity as shown in the  reaction(4-1). 

   The other production process for the metastable atom can 

be also considered as follows: 

 Hg(63Pi)  + Hg   ),Hg(63Po)  + Hg. (4- 5) 

The density of the resonance state atom  Hg(63P1) was found 

to decrease exponentially near the discharge source. Its 

diffusion loss and the loss due to the reaction(4-5) is de-

scribed in Chapter 3 and can be represented as 

   Dr+ KATU30no = (0.24/p +  0.34p)x104s-1(4- 6) 

where  Dr' A and Kv-c0noare the diffusion coefficient of the 

radiation diffusing through gas atmosphere, the diffusion 

length of the radial component and the quenching probability 

as shown in the  reaction(4-S), respectively. 

Assuming that the probability of electron excitation from the 
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ground state to 63P1 state is almost equal to that of elec-

tron excitation from the ground state to 63P0  state,9) the 

ratio of the density of the resonance state atom to that of 

the metastable atom at the outlet of the discharge source, 

nr(0)/mo(0), may be approximately in inverse proportion with 

their loss probabilities. 

   If the reciprocal characteristic length of slow decrease 

in the metastable atom density is denoted by  S
m, the loss 

probability of the  metastable atom can be represented as 

         Consequently  nr(0)/m
o(0) is estimated to be about  vfSm• 

0.2 at the pressure 2.55 mmHg. From the statement mentioned 

above, it is found that the peak value as shown  in  Fig.4-4(b) 

cannot be interpreted as only the production of the meta-

stable atom by the reaction(4-5) because the density of the 

resonance state atom decreases more rapidly than that of 

the metastable atom, and  n
r(0) is estimated to be smaller 

than  mo(0). 

   Since the metastable atom density was found to be compara-

ble with the electron density as shown in Figs.4-4(a) and (b), 

a peak in the density variation of the metastable atom as 

shown in Fig.4-4(b) is possible to be interpreted by the  re-

action(4-1). 

   Since the reciprocal characteristic length of  decrease in 

the active electron density was found to be  S
e as shown in 
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the relation(4-3), the number density of atoms excited from 

the ground state to the metastable state by electrons per 

unit time can be written as 

 femne(0)  exp(-ex)  , (4- 7) 

where  fem is the frequency of excitation from the ground state 

to the metastable state. Near the discharge source the  elec-

tron temperature is still high so that the recombination pro-

cess can be neglected. 

   Denoting that  mo,  n _, ne and  no are the densities of meta-

stable atoms, negative ions, electrons and atoms,respectively 

and the corresponding diffusion coefficients are  Dm,  Da_ and 

 Dae' the rate equations involving the  reaction(4-1) near the 

source can be approximately written as 

    9m
oDm   of = -  mo-vmmo+v -n + femne(0)exp(-Sex) 

      ax   A2 
                                                    (4- 8) 

   an D
a-
  vf   = -   n  + nnone v n                                                     (4- 9) 

 axA2_ 

      an 
 of e = -  vfSene + v -n_ (4-10) 

      ax 

where  v and  vm are the dissociative rate constant in the 

 reaction(4-1) and the quenching rate of metastable atom, re-
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spectively. Taking the initial  conditions  : n
e (x=0) = ne (0) , 

 n _  (x=0) = 0,  mo  (x=0) = mo (0) = fenine (0)/ (vf6m) , at the out-

let of the discharge  source, the solutions for these equations 

are represented  as  : 

 e v K ( 61 -  62 )  mo=i
l.mo(0)6 ) exp  (-6mx)              S

e- 6mvf(662m) (61 

         v _K  exp  (-  62x)  exp  (-61x) 

  -   

             Sm61- 6m 

         mo (0)6m  
 exp  (-6

ex) , (4-11)             S
e  -m 

 n _ = K  exP  (-62x) -  exp  (  -  eix) (4-12) 

      ne (0) {    ne  (Se-  62)  exp  (-61x) + (61 - Se) exp (-62x)} ,        E-  E2 
                                                   (4-13) 

where Sin = ( Dm/A2  )  /vf , 

 6_  =  ( Da_ /A2 + v_  )  /vf 

      Se = ( Dae/A2  + nno)/vf 

        T   —
2-1 0e + 6-  ÷e - 6)2 + 4nnov-/vf2' 

 62  =  1  { Se +  6- -  i(6e  S_)2 + 4T-inov_/vf2 } , 

          2 

         of61 -S
e)(Se-62) and K -n

e (0)                   v
-(61 -  62) 
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   When  1  exp(-Seq:)  ,  1  exp  -(61 -  62)x ,elj762, 

 El.,>Sin and  Se Sm, the peak value of the  metastable atom 
density  mo(X) can be written as 

 mo(R)  --y _K exp(-621')/(vem)  , (4-14) 

where  x is the axial distance at the peak point, and using 

 eq.(4-14) the following relationship will be approximately 

satisfied at S'L 

 lexp[(62 - (3m)1] -  1j/(62 - Sm) - m°(°) exp(-6m3/c)1/6m. 
      m

o 
                                                   (4-15) 

Here the right hand side of eq.(4-15) is determined from the 

results as shown in Fig.4-4(b) i.e.  (Sm = 0.22  cm-1 and 

 mo(0)/mo(R) 0.5 at  3E-= 3 cm, so that  62 is estimated to be 

0.32  cm-1 graphically. 

   Since the diffusion coefficient of negative ions  Da_ is 

very  small,10)  v is represented as 

            vf2(Dae/A2 + nno- vf62) 
v _(4-16) 

 Dae/A2 -  vfc2 

Using the relationship(4-3),  v_ is estimated to be about 

2x104  s-1 from  eq.(4-16). 

   In the region where intensity distribution decreases slowly 
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somewhat distant from the discharge source, the density of 

negative ions becomes very small because the rate of electron 

attachment by energy resonance is expected to become smaller 

with thermalization of electrons as shown in Fig .4-3. 

Consequently the effect of these negative ions need not be 

taken into consideration somewhat distant from the discharge 

source. 

4-4 Concluding Remarks 

   In Chapter 3 rapid decrease in intensity is related to the 

electron diffusion and the electron attachment as a linear 

volume loss because  cS
evfp depends linearly on p2. However, 

in the region where axial intensity distribution decreases 

slowly  somewhat  distant from the discharge source , electrons 

are found to be predominant by estimating the value (e/m)T 

from measurements of current and voltage induced in MHD chan-

nel. The metastable atom density exhibits the maximum den-

sity at about 3 cm from the discharge source at the pressure 

p = 2.55 mmHg. These experimental results may be explained 

consistently by taking the  reaction(4-1) into consideration. 

   Assuming the electron attachment process shown by U.Fano 

and J.W.Cooper, the dissociative rate constant of the short-

lived negative ions is estimated to be about  2x104  s-1 . 

So in the region somewhat distant from the discharge source , 
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the effect of these negative ions is found not to be taken 

into consideration. 
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                          Chapter 5. 

        Decrease in Metastable Atom Density Distant* 

                  from the Discharge Source 

   In spectroscopic measurement, the continuous band fluores-

cence which is in the near ultraviolet region centered at 

about 3350 A was found. This fluorescence is known to be 

the spontaneous radiation emitted from the metastable molec-

ules Hg2(3Ou), which are produced by collisions between the 

metastable atoms  Hg(63P0) and the ground state atoms  Hg(6IS0). 

This conversion frequency from metastable atoms to metastable 

diatomic molecules is found to be 8.3x102p s-1 and the dif-

fusion coefficient of metastable atoms is estimated to be 

82/p  cm2s-1 when the radial dependence of flow velocity is 

not taken into consideration. Assuming a parabolic viscous 

flow, those values are 6.6x102p  s and 64/p  cm2s-1 respec-

tively.           This diffusion coefficient is agreeable to that 

obtained by A.O.McCoubrey. 

5-1 Introduction 

   The resonance radiation which is the radiation emitted 

from the levels nearest of the ground state is reabsorbed by 

 *Part of the contents is presented in Journal of the Physical 

Society of Japan, Vol.31, No.3, P. 910-918, September, 1971. 
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ground state atoms in circumference and is imprisoned as a 

 result.1)              The study of resonance radiation and related prob-

lems is a powerful means of obtaining information concerning 

the interaction of light and matter. By a resonance lamp, 

only the resonance  levels can be produced for the initial 

condition so that the spectra connected with atoms  and  their 

structure have been investigated for various  gases.2) 

In those investigations, the metastable atoms  Hg(63P0) pro-

duced by collisions of resonance state atoms  and  ground state 

 atoms, have been observed in mercury  vapor.3'4) 

   Thus the density variation of the long-lived metastable 

atoms, resolved on time, has been investigated in large 

numbers as proceeding to the  study  of resonance radiation and 

related  problems.5) 

   The continuous band fluorescence which is in the near  ultra-
                                                             () 

violet region centered at about 3350 A was observed by A.O. 

 McCoubrey. This fluorescence was interpreted as the spon-

taneous radiation emitted from metastable diatomic molecules 

Hg(3Ou) which are produced by collisions of metastable atoms 

 Hg(63P0) and ground state atoms  Hg(61S0).5,6) 

   In  this  chapter, the conversion frequency from metastable 

atoms to metastable diatomic molecules and the diffusion coef-

ficient of metastable atoms are investigated from decrease 

in the metastable atom density observed in a flowing after-
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glow. These results are compared with the results obtained 

by the other persons mentioned above. 

5-2 Experimental Method 

   The density of metastable atoms is determined from the 

absorption measurement, in which the emission spectrum X4046.6 

 A (73S1-63P0) emitted from a low pressure mercury lamp was 

used as a light source. This lamp was operated by d.c. 

  voltage. The resonance line X2536.5 A (63P1-61So) also 

emitted from the lamp has no effect on the test section, be-

cause it was almost absorbed at the lamp envelope. The 

light source travels in the axial direction with the optical 

head of the retrofocus type to measure the absorption. 

The measurement system and the test section are shown in Fig. 

5-1. Radiation emitted from the lamp is chopped by 1000 Hz 

chopper and focuses into an image of the slit S1 on the flow 

axis through the lense  L1. The absorbed light intensity is 

detected by a photomultiplier through the optical head. 

The signal is fed to the selective amplifier of 1000 Hz and 

further amplified signal is rectified to be fed to a recorder. 

   With  Ia being the intensity measured in the case when 

mercury vapor flow is  excited and  Iao being that measured in 

the case when unexcited, the absorption  Aa is directly ob-

tained as 
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l J 1 

 Photomultiplier 

                        Negative  H.  T. 

 Fig.5-1 Block diagram for measurement of absorption. 
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          A
a = 1 Ia/Iao 

Using an emission line spectrum as the light source, the ab-

sorption depends on the emission and absorption line widths, 

and when Doppler broadening alone is present the absorption 

is obtained as,2) 

                    (-koL)n  Aa =/.1 (5- 1) 
 n=1                        + n(Ave/Ava)2 

where  Ave and  Ava are the half widths of the emission and the 

absorption line respectively, L is the length of absorption 

path and  ko is the absorption coefficient which is represented 

as follows. 

         2 iln 2 e2 
 ko =  mo (5-  2) 

      Avo me 

where  Avo is Doppler width, 

             the oscillator strength of the upper level of 

              the observed line 

  and  m0 the metastable atom density. 

  In this experimental condition Aa is approximately propor-

tional to  k0L, because koL<.< 1, and the line width by Doppler 

broadening does not change considerably so that the absorp-

tion Aa is regarded as being proportional to the density of 
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metastable atoms from  eqs.(5-1) and (5-2). 

5-3 Experimental Results and Discussions 

   In the region where the electron temperature is relatively 

low  (^-,0.1 eV) somewhat distant from the discharge source, 

the electron attachment by energy resonance need not  be  taken 

into consideration as mentioned in Chapter 4 so that the third 

and the fourth term on the right side of  eq.(4-8) can be neg-

lected, and the density of metastable atoms is found to de-

crease exponentially as shown in Figs.4-3(b) and 5-2. 

Figure 5-2 shows that a slope of the density decrease on 

semi-logarithmic plots depends on the flow velocity at a sim-

ilar static pressure and is proper to decrease as the flow 

velocity increases. This reciprocal characteristic length 

Sm was found to be independent of the discharge current. 

Pressure dependence of  S
m is shown in Fig.5-3, in which  omvfp 

is found to increase linearly with p2. 

   In spectroscopic measurement, the continuous band fluores-

cence which is in the near ultraviolet region centered  at 

               0 about 3350 A was found  (Fig.5-4). It is postulated that 

the following reactions may occur in a mercury vapor  flow .5) 

                                                             - 

 Hg (63P0)+ Hg3O
u) 

              Hg2(3O
u)----> 2 Hg  +  hv (3350 A). (5- 3) 
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Fig.5-2 Decrease in the metastable atom density. 

  Slope of the density decrease depends on the flow 

  velocity. 
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Fig.5-3 Relation between  o
ravfp and p2. 
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                                 (band fluorescence) 

Fig.5-4 The band fluorescence of mercury vapor at the 

  pressure about 2  mmHg. 
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If the rate at which metastable atoms are converted to meta-

stable diatomic molecules is denoted by  v
m,  omvfp is described 

as follows when the radial dependence of the flow velocity 

is not taken into consideration. 

                              2 

          m 
        vfp =  (Dm/A0)P(v

m/OP2 , (5- 4) 

where the diffusion length  Ao is a/2.4048 , a is the radius of 

the test section and p is the static pressure shown in Sec-

tion 3-3. From  Fig.5-3,  D
mp and  vm are determined graphi-

cally as  follows, 

 Dmp = 82  cm2s-1mmHg, 

and v
m= 8.3x102p s-1. 

   On the other hand, when a parabolic viscous flow is as-

sumed as eq.(3-7), eq.(5-4) can be rewritten as 

 6mvfp =  (D
m/A2)  +  1.258(vm/p)p2  , (5- 5) 

where A = a/2.709 . In this case  D
mp and  vm are obtained 

as: 

 Dmp = 64 cm2s-1mmHg, 

- 

 v
m = 6.6x102p  s-1. 
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 The  diffusion coefficient Dm = 64/p  cm2s-1 at 380 -  400°K 

in the case when a parabolic viscous flow is assumed agrees 

well with that measured by A.O.McCoubrey whose value is 87/p 

at 4730K,5)since the diffusion coefficient is proportional 
   3/2 8) to T.By H.Coulliette, the density of metastable atoms 

was measured and the diffusion coefficient corrected to the 

temperature 380°K is  Dm =  1.52x1018/no  cm2s-1, that is 63/p 

  ?-1 cms, whose value agrees with the present result. 

   The conversion process from metastable atoms to metastable 

diatomic molecules is considered to occur by the two body col-

lision in this experiment, on the other hand A.O.McCoubrey 

found the process by the three body collidion which occurs 

at the rate  vm =  1030no2  s-1 that is  vm = 5.8x102p2  s-1, 

in the condition where mercury vapor at the pressure less 

than about 1.5 mmHg was superheated from  70°C to  100°C above 

the saturation temperature, however, the value agrees with 

that shown in this experiment at about 1  mmHg. 

5-4 Concluding Remarks 

   From exponential decrease in the metastable atom  density 

somewhat distant from the discharge source, the diffusion 

coefficient and the rate constant at which metastable atoms 

are converted to metastable  diatomic molecules by collisions 

with ground state atoms are estimated to be  Dm = 82/p  cm2s-1 
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and  Vm = 8.3x102p  s-1, respectively when the radial depen-

dence of the flow velocity is not taken into consideration. 

   On the other hand assuming a parabolic viscous flow, those 

values are Dm = 64/p  cm2s-1 and  v
m = 6.6x102p  s-1,  respec-

tively. This diffusion coefficient is agreeable to the 

results obtained by A.O.McCoubrey and H.Coulliette. 

   The conversion rate by the three body collision was esti-

mated to be  vm =  5.8x102p2  s-1 at the pressure range from 

0.5 to 1.5  mmHg by A.O.McCoubrey, however, in  th& present 

experiment the conversion process is found to occur by the 

two body collision at the rate  v
m = 6.6x102p  s-1, whose 

value agrees well with the result obtained by him at about 

1 mmHg. In the condition of his experiment, mercury gas 

                                    0 was superheated from 70C to  100°C, on the other hand, in the 

present case mercury gas is almost near the saturation tem-

perature. 
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                           Chapter 6. 

  Intensity Distribution Distant from the Discharge Source* 

   Slow decrease in intensity of mercury atomic lines some-

what distant from the discharge source is found to be control-

led by the dissociative  recombination process. 

   From a slope of this decrease on semi-logarithmic plots , 

it is found that conversion from atomic mercury ions to mo-

lecular ions occurs at the rate of 150p2  s-1 and the ambi-

polar diffusion coefficient for atomic ions in mercury atoms 

is estimated to be 160/p cm2s-1. 

   The ambipolar diffusion coefficient for molecular mercury 

ions and the dissociative  recombination coefficient are esti-

mated to be 620/p  cm2s-1 and  3 .7x10-7  cm3s-1 respectively 

from the dependence of the reciprocal characteristic length 

on the electron density. 

6-1 Introduction 

   Hitherto, measurements of the electron density and the in-

tensity of emitted radiation or absorption in the afterglow 

by a pulsed discharge have been one of the approches to yield 

 informations concerning the collision processes involving 

  *The main part of this chapter was publi
shed in Journal of 

the Physical Society of Japan, Vol .31, No.3, P. 910-918, 
September, 1971. 
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     electrons, ions and excited atoms. Possible recombination 

     processes which are important loss processes of the charged 

     particles in gases have been already reviewed by H.S.W. 

 Massey.1) 

        In a mercury afterglow, F.L.Mohler found a recombination 

     coefficient of 2.3x10-10  cm3s-1, using the probe method at 

     0.27  mmHg pressure for 2000°K  electrons.2)                                                    On the other 

     hand, at the pressure from 0.08 to 0.5 mmHg this coefficient 

     was estimated to be  5x10-9  cm3s-1 using the microwave tech-

     nique by P.Dandurand and  R.B.Holt.3) 

        Thereafter, atomic collision processes occurring in mercury 

    vapor added with helium to bring the electrons into thermal 

     equilibrium quickly with the gas were determined from micro-

     wave measurements by  M.A.Biondi.4) He found that at the 

     pressure over 1  mmHg, the electron decay curve showed increas-

     ing evidence of recombination, and from the results the re-

     combination coefficient was obtained to be 5.5x10-7cm3s-1. 

     This large value was explained from the dissociative recom-

     bination  process.5)                              As mentioned above, several constants 

     in mercury ionized gas have been already investigated by many 

     persons, however, these values are different in the various 

 experimental conditions. 

        In this experiment at the static pressure from 0.5 to 3.5 

     mmHg a stable mercury vapor flow near the saturation  temper-

. 
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ature is excited by d.c. discharge. In this steady flowing 

mercury afterglow, intensity distribution of certain mercury 

lines along the flow from the discharge source exhibited rapid 

decrease near the source followed by slow decrease somewhat 

distant from the  source.6)                               The rapid decrease in intensity 

near the source was interpreted in connection with the elec-

tron ambipolar diffusion to the wall and the electron attach-

ment in Chapter 3. 

   In this chapter, atomic collision processes involving ions 

are investigated in a flowing mercury afterglow somewhat dis-

tant from the discharge source. 

6-2  Axial Intensity Distribution 

   Intensity distribution decreases slowly somewhat distant 

from the discharge source as shown in Figs.4-3(a) and 6-1. 

The slow decrease in intensity may be expected to be control-

led by recombination process. 

   It was found that a slope of the intensity decrease on 

semi-logarithmic prots did not vary with the discharge cur-

rent, which is proportional to the electron density in glow 

discharge, at the low pressure from about 0.5 to 2 mmHg, how-

ever, with pressure increase it varied complicately and its 

current dependence became clearer at the pressure more than 

2.7  mmHg as shown in Fig.6-2. 
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Fig.6-1 Decrease in intensity of Hg lines somewhat dis-

  tant from the discharge source. 
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   In this region, the following  reactions4) are considered. 

 Hg+  + 2 Hg  + Hg , (6- 1) 

         Hg2+ +           e  Hg + Hg  , (6- 2) 

where indicates an excited atom. 

   At the low pressure where a slope of the intensity decrease 

on semi-logarithmic plots is independent of the discharge 

current, the decrease in intensity may be controlled by the 

 reaction(6-1), for the reason that the ambipolar diffusion 

coefficient of molecular mercury ion may be expected to be 

larger than that of atomic ion because the mobility of molec-

ular ion is larger than that of atomic ion in atomic  gas.7) 

The statement can be interpreted as the result of charge ex-

change which occurs most frequently when ions move through 

the same neutral  gas.8) Consequently the mobility of ions in 

the same neutral gas is expected to become small apparently 

due to the charge exchange. On the other hand, with pressure 

increase the reaction(6-2) is dominant and the decrease in 

intensity will become to depend on the discharge current. 

   The dissociative  recombination coefficient is  theoretical-

ly found to be about 100 times larger than the radiative re-

combination coefficient,9-)  which is neglected in this case, 

so that the rate equations of these reactions can be written 
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as follows. 

 vf(an+/Dx) = -  (Da+/A2)n+ -  vn+ (6- 3) 

 vf(an2+/Dx) = -  (Da2+/A2)n2+ +  vn+ -  a2+n2+ne  , (6- 4) 

 vf(ane/ax) = -/                 '-aeA1712e -  a2+112+ne (6- 5) 

where  Da+ =  (p+/pe)De +  D+ 

 Da2+ =  (p2+/11e)De +  D2+ 

  and  Dae =  (n+/ne)Da+ + (n2+/ne)Da2+ 

on the assumption that  Te  )  T+  =  T2+,  (u+/ue)(n+/ne)" 

and  1>>  (P2+/Pe)  (n2+/ne) . 

With the suffixes e, + and 2+ representing electrons, atomic 

ions and molecular ions respectively, n,  Da, D,  p,  v and  a2+ 

are their densities, ambipolar diffusion coefficients, diffu-

sion coefficients, mobilities, the conversion frequency from 

atomic ions to molecular ions and the dissociative recombina-

tion, respectively. The diffusion length is denoted by A 

which may be proper to be represented in the most simple form 

a/2.4048 in the case when the radial dependence of the flow 

velocity is not taken into consideration . 

Here the electron ambipolar diffusion coefficient Dae is func-
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tion of  n+ and  n2+' it is too difficult to solve these equa-

tions involving eq.(6-5), however, it may be good approxima-

tion to assume that ne =  n+  +  n2+ instead of  eq.(6-5). 

   At low pressure where a slope of the intensity decrease on 

semi-logarithmic plots is independent of the discharge current, 

assumed that  n+>>  n2+'  ne is approximated to be  n+ and con-

sequently the solutions of these equations can be approximate-

ly  represented as: 

 n+ =  ni .(0)  exp(-64.x) , (6- 6) 

 n24 .=  n24.(0)  exp(-62+x) 

 vn+(0) 

                         texp(-64.x) -  exp(-62+x) (6- 7) 
            vf(6 - 6+) 

where  6+ = (  D/11' +  v  )/vf  , 

 and  62+=  (  Da2+/A' + a2+n+(0)  )/vf • 

For molecular ion production, only the production mechanism 

obeying to the reaction(6-1) is considered in the present 

case so that the initial value of molecular ion density can 

be taken as  n24.(0) =  ni.(0)/(vf62.1.) which is calculated from 

the condition that  Dn2+/x I=0 .                                   x=0 

Since the observed intensity I  is proportional to  a2+1124.ne 

 or  a2+n2+(n+ + n2+')the reciprocal characteristic lengths 
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is represented as: 

     = -  I-1(DI/3x) 

                1 -  exp{-(62+ - 
 6+ 

           1 -  (6+/62+)expl-(62+ - 6+)x} 

      1  v
f(62+  -  S+)  + v   expi-(62+ - 6+)x}  + +. (6- 8) 

      v 6 
      1  + exp{-(62+ - 6+)x} 

 vf(62+ -  6+) + v 62+ 

Since  62+  6+ in the low pressure range, is approximately 

obtained as  c =  26+ at the position distant from the source 

where the intensity decreases exponentially, so that  Cvfp can 

be written as: 

 orfp = 2 (  Da+p/A2 + vp ) . (6- 9) 

As shown in Fig.6-2,  cvfp is found to depend linearly on p3. 

Using eq.(6-9), the ambipolar diffusion coefficient and the 

conversion frequency from atomic ions to molecular ions can 

be graphically obtained as 

                Da+ =  1.6x102/p  cm2s-1 

   and  v =  1.5x102p2 s-1                                             respectively. 

This conversion frequency v is in comparable order with  100p2 
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Fig.6-2 Dependence of  orfp on p3. 
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Fig.6-3 Decrease in the electron density somewhat dis-

  tant from the discharge source, and decrease in the 

  electron temperature. 
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          estimated by  M.A.Biondi.4) 

             The electron density distribution along the flow axis at 

          the pressure 0.55 mmHg is shown in Fig .6-3. 

          Denote the reciprocal characteristic length of the decrease 

          in electron density somewhat distant from the discharge source 

         by  c
e'  cevfp is about half  offp in value. This result 

          supports that the recombination process is dominant in this 

           region. 

              As pressure increases, atomic ions are almost converted to 

          molecular ions so that the reaction(6-2) is predominant and 

          the rate equation can be described as: 

 Dr'2+ D
a2+   v

f--  n2+ - a2+n2                                                   2+                                                               (6-10) 

                                                                                                                                                                                         ' 

                                 A2 

         And  c in this case can be calculated as follows: 

               = -  I-1(ai/Bx) 

 2(D
a2+/A2 +  a2+n2+(0))/vf                                                                (6 -11) 

             a2+ n2+(0)D a2+            1 +11 -  exp(-   x)) 
            Da2+/A2 vfA2 

         When  Da2+x/(vfA2) 1 and  a2+n2+(0)x/vf 1, is approximate-

         ly described as =  2(D
a2+/A2- +  a2+n2+(0))/vf that is 
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          Fig.6-4 Dependence of  rvfp on ne(0)p. 
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 fp = 2(  Da2+p/A2 +  a2i_n21.(0)p ) (6-12) 

so that the reciprocal characteristic length becomes to de-

pend on the initial ion density as shown in Fig.6-4. In this 

case it was found from the triple probe measurement that the 

initial electron density increased with the discharge current 

at the rate of  108  cm-3mA-1 on the average at the position 

about 2 cm from the discharge source downstream. From the 

relation(6-12) and Fig.6-4, the ambipolar diffusion coeffi-

cient for molecular ions and the dissociative recombination 

coefficient are obtained as follows: 

                Da2+ = 6.2x102/p cm2s-1, 

                  a2+ =  3.7x10-7                                           cm3s-1. 

This  recombination coefficient is about 1.5 times smaller 

than the value  5.5x10-7  cm3s-1 measured by M.A.Biondi. 

The ratio of the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for molecular 

ions to that for atomic  ions  shows somewhat large value as 

 Da2+/Da+ = 3.9. 

6-3 Radial Intensity Distribution 

   In the recombination region, the radial intensity distri-

butions were calculated by Pearce's  method10) from the inten-

sity measurements by scanning across the image. Those re-

sults are shown in Fig.6-5. The profile is found to be flat 
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Fig.6-5 Radial intensity distribution. 

  The plots show the inverted radial intensity distribution 

  by Pearce's method. 
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in comparison with the zeroth Bessel function and to become 

flatter along the flow downstream. Since the observed inten-

sity is proportional to a2
i_n24.ne, the radial distribution of 

molecular ions will be expected to be flatter than the profile . 

   In the condition where  T
e  T  , the ratio of the ambipolar 

diffusion coefficients is proportional to that of the electron 

temperatures so that the electron temperature T
e in this re-

gion can be roughly estimated to be Te = 0.12 eV by the  re-

sult of the previous chapter in which D
ae = 2.7x103/p  cm2s-1 

at the electron temperature about 2  eV .11)                                                 This electron 

temperature is relatively high in comparison with that in the 

afterglow reported by  M.A.Biondi.4)                                        From the radial inten-

sity distribution as shown in Fig.6-5, it may be expected 

that electrons with high energy diffuse against the ambipolar 

space charge field to the boundary layer or the wall which 

is a  large energy damper and are thermalized to recombine 

with molecular ions. 

6-4 Concluding Remarks 

   Slow intensity decrease somewhat distant from the source 

is related to the dissociative recombination process . At 

the low pressure from 0.5 to 2  mmHg, the reciprocal character-

istic length  r was independent of the charge current. From 

this pressure range, the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for 
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atomic ions and the conversion frequency at which atomic ions 

are converted to molecular ions are obtained as Da+ =  1.6x102/p 

  2-1 cms and  v =  1.5x102p2  s-1, respectively. The conversion 

frequency is in comparable order of  100p2 estimated by M.A. 

Biondi. The current dependence of  ? became clearer at the 

pressure than 2.7  mmHg. From this dependence, the ambipolar 

diffusion coefficient for molecular ions and the dissociative 

recombination coefficient are estimated to be  Da2+ = 6.2x102/p 

  2-1 cms and a2+ = 3.7x10-7                                cm3s-1, respectively. This re-

combination coefficient is about 1.5 times smaller than that 

measured by M.A.Biondi. From the deta of the ambipolar dif-

fusion coefficient, the electron temperature in this region 

is estimated to be about 0.12 eV, whose value is relatively 

high in comparison with the electron temperature in the after-

glow reported by M.A.Biondi. It may be expected that elec-

trons with high energy diffuse to the boundary layer near the 

wall which may be a large energy damper, and are thermalized 

to recombine with molecular ions. This interpretation will 

be supported by the radial intensity distribution as shown 

in Fig.6-5. 
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                             Chapter 7. 

       Depopulation of Excited Mercury Atoms by Collisions 

                 with Hydrogen Molecules 

    Using the steady state flowing afterglow method, hydrogen 

 molecules are introduced, in their ground states, into the 

 mercury afterglow plasma in which the dissociative recombina-

  tion process is predominant, and the depopulation of the ex-

  cited mercury states by collisions with hydrogen molecules 

  are investigated. The quenching of the radiation emitted 

  from  73S1 or 63D state is explained by assuming that after 

  the dissociative recombination the dissociated atom in the 

  excited state whose transition probability is smaller than 

  that of 73S1 or 63D state is depopulated by collisions with 

  hydrogen molecules. 

     Slow decrease in intensity of Hg lines can be interpreted 

  by the two cascade transitions' model in the dissociative 

  recombination region. This model may make sure of  the  re-

  sults in Chapter 6. 

     The resonance state 63P1 and the metastable state 63P0                                                    0 

  are also quenched and these quenching cross sections are es-

  timated to be agl = 6.6Aand ago = 0.25 A2 respectively. 

     The main part of this chapter was published in Japanese 

  Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 10, No. 7, P.827-834, July, 

  1971. 
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7-1 Introduction 

   There have been many studies of quenching properties of 

various gases, but all of them have used optical methods for 

exciting  atoms.1)                      Recently with the development of lasers, 

the studies of relaxation mechanisms in excited laser levels 

have been discussed in large number of papers, and the de-

struction of excited states in discharge plasma containing 

molecular impurities is of great interest in connection with 

the problem of creating a medium with a negative absorption 

coefficient, that is a laser  action.2,3) 

   In mercury gas, for instance, it appears that a means for 

providing rapid depletion of the lower P states is necessary 

for the population inversion to occur, since the electron 

cross sections for excitation of the upper states are reason-

ably  large.4)                  On the ground that hydrogen molecules de-ex-

cite the population of the resonance state 63P1 or the meta-

stable state 63P0,the behavior of mercury discharge plasma 

containing the hydrogen molecular impurity also has been in-

vestigated in connection with the popuration  inversion.5) 

However, it will be difficult to isolate and evaluate the 

role of quenching by the impurities in the discharge because 

the impurities change the electrokinetic characteristics of 

the discharge. 

   The steady state flowing afterglow method replaces time 
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resolution with spatial  resolution67) so that the hydrogen 

molecular reactant can be introduced, in its ground state, 

into the afterglow plasma where the dissociative recombination 

process is  predominant.8'9,10) 

   In this chapter, using the steady state flowing afterglow 

method, quenching of the radiation emitted from the state 

with large radiative transition probability and depopulation 

of the metastable atom due to hydrogen molecule introduction 

into the afterglow plasma are investigated, and cascade tran-

sitions from the upper states to the state with large radia-

tive transition probabilities are discussed in the recombi-

nation region. 

7-2 Experimental Apparatus 

   The steady state mercury vapor flow is made in Rankine cy-

cle and its block diagram is shown in  Fig.7-l. The mercury 

vapor flow accelerated by a de-Laval nozzle passes through 

the test section consisting of a transparent quartz tube with 

a diameter of 3 cm and a length of 100 cm. The d.c. dis-

charge is excited before the test section to attain a steady 

state flowing mercury afterglow. Into the afterglow region 

where the dissociative recombination is predominant,8,9,10) 

the hydrogen molecular gas is introduced through a slender 

tube with a diameter of 1  mm. The flow rate of hydrogen 
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 Fig.7-1 Schematic diagram of the flow system. 
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molecule is controlled by a calibrated variable leak valve 

and the pressure at the inlet of this valve was kept constant 

(1.2 atm), monitored by the pressure gauge II. The flow 

rate of hydrogen molecule was calculated from the fixed vol-

ume between the  valve  V1 and the regulator R, and the time 

interval required for a certain pressure drop (from 90 atm 

to 80 atm) in the volume after the valve V1 is shut. During 

this measurement the change of the pressure P2was not found 
     11 II 

at all. The as received hydrogen molecular gas with puri-

ty better than four nine was used. 

   In the test section, hydrogen molecules will ultimately 

diffuse to a uniform radial concentration so that, as far as 

the flow rate of hydrogen molecule N is not so large, the 

number density of hydrogen molecule M may be given as 

          M = N  /Ha2vf cm-3 

where a and  of are the radius of the test section and the 

flow velocity of the mercury vapor respectively. The flow 

velocity is measured by the time of flight method, and the 

radiation emitted from excited mercury atoms in the test sec-

tion passes through  the'optical head of the retrofocus type, 

which is able to scan  along  .the flow axis, and is analized 

spectroscopically. Details of the apparatus and the method 
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of measurement are described in the previous chapter 3. 

   The metastable atom density is determined from the absorp-

tion measurement, in which the emission line  X4046.6 A  (73S1 

-63P
0) from a low pressure mercury lamp operated by d.c. volt-

age was used as the light source. The resonance line X2536.5 

A (63P1-61S0) also emitted from the lamp had no effect on the 

test section, because it was almost absorbed at the lamp en-

velop. The light source travels in the axial direction with 

the optical head to measure the absorption. The method of 

this measurement is shown in the previous section 5-2. 

   The relative intensities emitted from the test section 

are calibrated by the tungsten ribbon standard  lamp.11) 

7-3 Two Cascade Transitions' Model in Dissociative  Recombi-

     nation Region 

   As shown in Fig.7-2, the axial intensity distribution of 

                                           0 the mercury line, A4358.3 A, was found to exhibit rapid de-

crease near the discharge source followed by slow decrease 

somewhat distant from the source. The initial rapid decrease 

was discussed  previouly12) and the slowly decreasing part 

somewhat distant from the source was interpreted as the re-

gion where the dissociative recombination is predominant.8,9,10) 

Hydrogen molecules were introduced into this region. The 

conditions upstream from the position of the entry port of 
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hydrogen molecule were not found to change, as can be seen 

from the curves for the case with and without hydrogen mole-

cules. 

   In Figs.7-2, 7-3 and 7-4, intensities of the line A4358.3 

A emitted from 73S1 state, of the line A3650.15 A emitted 

from 63D3 state and of the resonance line X2536.5 A emitted 

from 63P1 state are shown for each case with and without hy-

drogen introduction. These figures show that intensities 

were reduced by the introduction of hydrogen molecules and 

this intensity reduction was also found to depend on the par-

tial pressure of hydrogen molecule as shown in Fig.7-4. 

Thus the collision between an excited mercury atom and a hy-

drogen molecule prevents the excited atom from radiating. 

   The  quenching Q is defined as 

             Intensity of radiation with  H2 at x 
 Q(x,M)  -   , (7- 1) 

             Intensity of radiation without  H2 at x 

where x is the axial distance from the discharge source. 

   As shown in Figs.7-2, 7-3 and 7-4, the  quenching Q of the 

                           0 lines, A4358.3 A,  A3650.15 A and X2536.5 A, were found to 

become independent of the position x beyond about 9 cm down-

stream, where the recombination process could be assumed to 

be predominant. The relations between the average values of 

the  quenching Q in this region for each line and the hydrogen 
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Fig.7-2 Decrease in intensity of the line X4358
.3 Ao 

                                                        with and without hydrogen molecule . 
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                                                                                       0 

Fig.7-3 Decrease in intensity of the line  A3650.15 A 

  with and without hydrogen molecule. 
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molecule density M are shown in Table 7-1. The density de-

crease of the  metastable atom Hg(63P0) with a long life time 

is shown for each flow rate N in Figs.7-6(a) and  7-6(b). 

From these figures, it is found that the quenching Q of the 

metastable atom  Hg(63F0) decreases exponentially with the 

distance x. This situation shows that the metastable atom 

production by the cascade transition from the higher levels 

in the recombination region has almost no effect on the de-

crease in metastable atom density because the metastable 

atom has relatively a small decay constant and moreover is 

produced sufficiently at the discharge source. 

   In the case of quenching collision process at a low par-

tial pressure of hydrogen molecule in the above case, it is 

impossible to consider that the states of 73S1 or 63D with a 

large radiative transition probability of  As or Ad, which is 

of the order  109  s-1, are directly quenched by collisions 

with hydrogen molecules, because the experimental condition 

satisfies the following relations: 

 As  >>  6ro-'>M,  Ad  <vu 

where v and  csq are the relative velocity between both par-

ticles and the quenching cross section, respectively. It is 

also impossible to consider that the influence of hydrogen 
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           Table 7-1 Quenching Q of the radiation emitted from 63P1, 63D3 and  73S1 

                         state at the pressure 2.2 mmHg. 

                                                                      4046.6 

                                                                                                       0 

              Line 2536.5 
                     0

3650.15 A 4358.3A 
                                                                         5460.7 

                  M  cm-3                 Q  im - 1 Q  1/Q - 1 Q  1/Q - 

1-, 
1.-. -7

.4x1014                   0.077 12. 0.54 0.85 0.84 0.20 
p. 

                2.8x1014                   0.19 4.4 0.75 0.33 0.93 0.075 

 1.0x1014                   0.38 1.6 0.89 0.12 0.97 0.025 

 3.8x1013                    0.62 0.62 0.96 0.045 0.99 0.010 
l 

4046.6
0 0

Line 2536.5 A 3650.15 A 4358.3 A

 5460.7

M  cm-3 Q 1/Q  -  1 Q 1/Q  -  1 Q 1/Q  -

 7.4x1014 0 .077 12 0 .54 0 .85 0 .84 0 20

 2.8x1014 0 .19 4.4 0 .75 0 .33 0  .93 0 075

 1.0x1014 0 .38 1.6 0 .89 0 .12 0 .97 0 025

 3.8x1013 0 .62 0.62 0 .96 0  .045 0  .99 0 010



molecules is due to the non-radiative process by the three 

 body collision i.e. 

         Hg2 + e + H2 2 Hg(6IS0) + H2(2pa Lu), 

             H2(2pa3
u) 2 H + KE, 

 because the  stabilization time of the dissociative recombi-

nation that is, the time taken for the nuclear separation is 

 of the order of  10-1313), and very short. 

    If the cascade transitions in a dissociation product from 

 only one higher level to both states i.e. 73S1 and  63D, are 

 taken into consideration, the quenching Q of the radiation 

 emitted from 73S1 state would be equal to that of the radia-

 tion emitted from 63D state. However, the experimental 

 results as shown in Table 7-1 indicate that Q of the radia-

 tion emitted from 73S1 state differs from that of the radia-

 tion emitted from 63D state. Therefore, after the dissocia-

 tive recombination occurs, it is assumed that the recombined 

 neutral molecules are instantly separated into the state n3P 

 and the ground state or into the state n'3F and the ground 

 state, where n and n' are the principal quantum number larger 

 than 6 and that larger than 5, respectively, and assumed fur-

 ther that the cascade transition from n3P state to  73S1 state 

 •and that from n'3F to 63D take place as shown in  Fig.7-5. 

 It is possible that the excited mercury states, n3P, n'3F, 
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Fig.7-5 Model scheme of cascade transitions to illustrate 

 the quenching of the radiation emitted from 73S
1 or 63D 

  state in the dissociative recombination region . 
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are quenched by collisions with hydrogen molecules because 

the states, n3P, n'3F, have been estimated to have the cascade 

transition probabilities smaller than the states,  73S1,  63D.14) 

An energetically possible collision process can be written 

as, 5,15) 

                                                    3 +    Hg( n3P or n'3F ) + H2---Hg (6150)+  H2(2pa I
u), 

        H2(2pa3+u)H + H + KE. (7- 2) 

                         ( n > 7, n' > 6 ) 

   Denoting the number densities of n3P state, n'3F state, 

electron and mercury molecular ion by  n
p'  nf' ne and n2+ re-

spectively, the rate equations for  np and  of in the recombi-

nation region can be written as: 

     an 
  vfP-A

PnP-qMnP+ apnen2+  , (7- 3)  axP 

     anf  
  of  = - Afnf - qfM  of + afnen2+ , (7- 4) 

     ax 

where the suffixes p and  f represent the state n3P and n'3F 

respectively, and A, q M and a are their cascade transition 

probabilities, quenching probabilities and dissociative re-

combination coefficients, respectively. 

                                - 

  When A,),>vfnp1 (an /ax) and Af>>vffn-1(anf/Dx) in the re-
combination region,  eqs.(7-3) and (7-4) can be rewritten as: 
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                    apnen2+

A + q M          n = (7-3') 

                        afnen2+ 
 of  =   (7-4') 

                 Af+qfM 

    Using  eqs.(7-3') and (7-4') , the density of 73S1 state, ns 

and that of 63D state,  nd are immediately as: 

                 A  
  ns(x,M) = --R- apnen2+(7- 5) 

            As A +  q  M 

           Af afn
en2+   n

d(x'M)  = (7- 6)               A
d Af  qfM 

Hence, the quenching Q defined by  eq .(7-1) can be obtained 

as follows: 

 Qs(M) = ( 1 +  qpM/Ap  )-1 

 • 

    Qd(M) = ( 1qfM/Af  )-1(7- 8) 

Rewriting these equations , the following equations are ob-

tained: q/A=  (l/Q
s -  1)/M , cm                                       3         PP 

 of/Af = (l/Qd -  1)/M . cm3 

From Table 7-1, it is found that  1/Q
s - 1 is proportional 

to M. The value q/A can be calculated from Table 7-1 and 

be obtained on the average as: . 

          qP/AP= 2.6 x  10-16                                               cm3, 
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                                    -15 
 qf/Af = 1.2 xincm3 . 

  The life time of the state n3P is estimated to be of the 

order from  10-5 to  10-6  s,14) so that the quenching cross 

                                                                        0 sectionac[132is of the order from 1 to 10A. 

   From  eqs.(7-5) and (7-6), aP/afis obtained as: 

  ap/af =  Asns(x,0)/Adnd(x,0) =  AsAAXI/(AdAeIx) . 

In the recombination region, the ratio of the relative  inten-

sity of the line  x4358.3 A to that of the line X3650.15 A 

calibrated by the tungsten ribbon standard  lamp11) was found 

to be  14358/1-650 = 14. From NBS  Table,16) AsAX7/(AdA,X) 

= 1 .6, so that a/afis about 20.     P 
0 0 

For the lines  X3650.15 A and  ;4046.6 A, it was found that 

 4046/I3650  = 7.0 . Using the value of AsAX;/AdA,X) = 3.4 

from the same table, the ratio aP/afis about the same as 

the value mentioned above. From these results it is found 

that the ratio of the probability at which the recombined 

molecule is separated into the state n3P and the ground state 

to that at which the recombined molecule is separated into 

the state  n'3F and the ground state after the dissociative 

recombination is about 20. 

7-4 Quenching of the Resonance Radiation and Depopulation 

     of the Metastable Atoms 
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   The absorption and re-emission of the resonance radiation 

can be described by a diffusion quation with a diffusion co-

efficient Dr which was discussed by  C.Kenty.17) 

For the quenching collision processes of the resonance state, 

the following reactions may be taken into consideration: 

 Hg(63Pi) +  Hg(61S0)  Hg(63P0) +  Hg(6IS0), (7- 9) 

 Hg(63P1) + H2 --->-Hg(61S)  + H + H.              0(7-10) 

If the quenching probability of the reaction(7-9) and that of 

the  reaction(7-10) are denoted by  ‹arqono and q1M respectively, 
the rate equation for the density of atoms in the resonance 

state nr is represented as: 

  an 
rD  v

fA 
 -  -  n

r -<ycinn nr                               10or   ax2 

 +  Adlnd +  A
slns, (7-11) 

where A is the diffusion length of the radial component i.e. 

A = a/2.4048 and a is the radius of the test section. 

In the chapter 3 the following relation was obtained experi-

mentally:12) 

     Dr/A2 + (Arci10no= (0.24/p +  0.34p)x104  s-1,(7-12) 
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where p is the static pressure of the mercury vapor flow in 

the unit  of mmHg. Since  vfn;.1(anr/x)  <<  11)r/A2  +  -Irgkono in 
the recombination region, the number density of atoms in the 

resonance state,  nr(x,M) can be represented as: 

             Adlnd + Aslns  
 n

r(x,M)  = . (7-13)  Dr/A2  +  Kv4ono +  q1M 

Using  eqs.(7-1), (7-3') and (7-4'), the quenching  Q1 is ob-

tained as follows: 

                        -1 

       (Asla +  Adla 1  Asl 

 a 

 P  4_ Aa                      dl f  

        A
s P  Ad  fi  As 1 +  qpM/Ap Ad.1  + qfM/Af Q

1(M)  - 

 • 

             1 +  q1M/(Dr/A2 +  <vAono) 
 (7-14) 

Since  ap/af  --.=  20  >> 1 and  Asl/As  ),Adl/Ad in the present 

case, the numerator of  eq.(7-14) can be approximated to be  Qs. 

Therefore  eq.(7-14) can be given as: 

 Q1  (M)  =Qs(7-15) 
             1  + q1M/(Dr/A2+ <vo)lono) 

When  Qs can be approximated by unity,  ql may be obtained as: 

 ql =  <yogi> = (1/Q1 -  1)(Dr/A2  +  KvAono)/M . (7-16) 
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From Table 7-1, the value  (1/Q1 - 1) is found to be also pro-

portional to M when  Qs  -=1 . Using the relation(7-12) and 

 eq.(7-16),  ql is obtained on the average as: 

         q1 =  <yogi> = 1.4 x 10-10cm-3s-1 

   Defining the average cross section  F
ql as 

           ql = <vo-ql>  /<v> = qi/<v> , 
where v is the relative velocity between a mercury atom and a 

hydrogen  molecule,a
q1can be given as: 

 aql = q1/1/(8k/11)(1/mH + 1/mHg)T (7-17) 

                       2 where k, mH
2, mHg and T are the Boltzmann constant, the mass 

of hydrogen molecule, that of mercury atom and the saturation 

temperature at the static pressure of the mercury vapor flow, 

respectively. From  eq.(7-17) F
qlcan be calculated as: 

                              02                  .
(:11 = 6.6A 

                                           2 
                                                                          0 This value is comparable with the value of 8.6A2 obtained by 

M.W.Zemansky.1) 

   With the constant partial pressure of the hydrogen molec-

ular gas, the quenching Q at the static pressure 1.1  mmHg and 

that at 2.2  mmHg are shown in Table 7-2. 

The quenching Q of the line emitted from 63D3 state:  X3650.15 

A and that of the line emitted from 73S1 state: X4046.6 A, X 
 0 0 

4358.3 A, X5460.7 A, are found to be independent of the static 
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          Table 7-2 Quenching Q for the static pressure 1.1 and 2.2 mmHg. 

                      ( M =  5.7x1014  cm-3 ) 

                                                                   4046.6 
    0 0 0 

          Line 2536.5 A 3650.15 A 4358.3 A 

                                                                     5460.7 

             p  (mmHg)  Q1  1/Q1-  1  Qd  1/Qd- 1  Qs  1/Qs-  1 

 1.1  0.072 13. 0.61 0.65 0.88 0.14

4046 .6
C 0

Line 2536.5 A 3650.15 A 4358 .3 A

5460 .7

 (mmHg)  1/Qi 1 Qd 1/Qd- 1 Qs 1/Q 1

1 .1 0 .072 13 0 .61 0.65 0.88 0. 14

2 .2 0 .098 9 .2 0 .60 0.66 0.87 0. 15



pressure of the mercury vapor flow within experimental accu-

racy, i.e.  Ap and Af are constant so that the radiative tran-

sitions may be predominant in the experimental condition . 

However,  Q1 of the resonance radiation is found to change ap -

preciably by the static pressure. This pressure dependence 

can be explained from that of the radiative imprisonment of 

the resonance radiation, because the pressure dependence cal -

culated from  eqs.(7-12) and (7-15) agrees with the observed 

one. 

   The quenching processes of the metastable state 63P
0 may 

be also represented as  follows:15) 

                                                                      - 

 Hg(63P0) +  Hg(6IS0)Hg2(3O
u) , (7-18) 

 Hg (63P0)+ H2  Hg (6150)+ H + H . (7-19) 

If the quenching probability of the reaction(7-18) and that 

of the reaction(7-19) are denoted by  v
m and  q0M respectively, 

the rate equation for the metastable atom density  m
o can be 

written as: 

 Dmo D
m   v

f3x A2--  m-vm-qMm               mooo 

                    + A
sons+ Adond  '(7-20) 

where D
m is the diffusion coefficient of the  metastable atom 
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 Hg(63P0). Using the results obtained by  A.O.McCoubrey,18) 

 (Dm/A2 +  vm) can be calculated to be of the order of  103  s-1 

   at the static pressure from 1 to 2 mmHg in this case. 

   Since this value is relatively small, the treatment used above 

   for the quenching of 63P1 cannot be applied to the case of 

   eq.(7-20). From Figs.7-6(a) and 7-6(b), it is found that 

   the density of the metastable atom decreases exponentially 

   along the flow axis. It is indicated that the metastable 

   atoms which have a small decay constant are produced at the 

   discharge source in a sufficient quantity and are not affected 

   by cascade transitions in the recombination region, so that 

   the production by the cascade transitions in  eq.(7-20) may be 

   neglected. Consequently  mo can be approximately calculated 

    as: 

 mo(x,M) = mo(xo) expt-(Dm/A2 +  vm + qoM)x/vf(7-21) 

   where  xo is the position of the entry port of hydrogen mole-

   cule. The quenching  Q0 is given as: 

 Q0(x,M) =  exp(-q0Mx/vf) = exp  (-A6mx)  , (7-22) 

 where  vfASm =  qoM . (7-22') 

    In Table  7-3'  vfASm for the parameter M is shown, and  qo is 

    calculated from  eq.(7-22') as: 

 -125-



                                         \ ,0, 

   (1) 
  C I - 

 o 

                                  N = 3.24  x1019  S-1 

    01— 

   5 10  15 cm 
               Distance from Electrode 

Fig.7-6(a) Decrease in the metastable atom density 

with and without hydrogen molecule. 
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Fig.7-6(b) Decrease in the metastable atom density 

  with and without hydrogen molecule. 
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            Table 7-3 Relation between  vf
m and the hydrogen molecule density M 

              M  (cm-3)  7.4x1014  5.7x1014                                                                          3 .0x1014 

                v
fAcsm(s-1) 3.8x103                                                        3.0x103  1.6x103 

E.) 

co 

             vf
m                AS/M                                     5

.1x10-12                                                            5.2x10-12                                                                                   5.2x10-12 

 (cm3s-1)

M  (cm-3)

-1)v
csfAm(,

7.4x1014

 3.8x103

 5.7x1014

3.0x103

 3.0x1014

 1.6x103

 vfAcS
m/M

 (cm3
 -1

)

 5.1x10
-12

 5.2x10
-12

5  .2x10
-12



 qo = 5.2 x  10-12                                                   cm-3s-1. 

 The quenching cross section of the metastable state by colli-

 sions with  hydrogen  molecules,  aqo can be calculated similar-

ly as : c7.qo = 0.25 A2. 

                                                                                                                     . 

 There is few reports  in  which this cross section aclo is esti-

 mated.19) 

 7-5 Concluding Remarks 

    Using the steady state flowing afterglow method, time res-

 olution is replaced with spatial resolution so that the hydro-

 gen molecular reactant can be introduced, in its ground state, 

 into the afterglow plasma where the dissociative  recombination 

 process is predominant. When hydrogen molecules are intro-

 duced, it is found that the quenching Q of the radiation 

 emitted from 73S1 state is smaller than that of the radiation 

 emitted from 63D3 state. This difference can be explained 

 by the assumption that  Hg2, upon dissociative recombination, 

 is separated into n3P state and the ground state atom or into 

 n'3F state and the ground state atom. The transition from 

 n3P state to 73S1 state and that from n'3F to 63D may be the 

 radiative transition, because  A and Af are found to be inde-

 pendent of the static pressure of the mercury vapor flow. 

 The ratio of the probability at which the recombined molecule 

 is separated into n3P state and the ground state atom to that 
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at which the recombined molecule is separated into n'3F state 

and the ground state atom is estimated to be about 20 . 

   The quenching  Ql of the resonance radiation is found to be 

considerably large and depend on the static pressure
, whose 

dependence can be quantitatively explained from that of the 

radiative imprisonment. The average quenching cross section 

 q1 is calculated to be 6.6  A2, which is comparable with the 
value obtained by M.W.Zemanski. 

   The quenching Q0 of the metastable atom density is found 
to decrease exponentially. This behavior is interpreted as 

the metastable atoms with a small decay constant are produced 

at the discharge source in a large quantity and decrease in 

the metastable atom density is not affected by cascade tran-

sitions in the recombination region. The average quenching 

cross section  TY'clo of the  reaction(7-19) is estimated to be 

 qo= 0.25P. 

 -180-
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                          Chapter 8. 

                            Summary 

 Behaviors  of excited and charged particles in the flowing 

mercury afterglow have been investigated spectroscopically. 

When the d.c. discharge was locally excited in the flow, the 

intensity of certain mercury lines along the flow direction 

exhibited rapid decrease near the discharge source followed 

by slow decrease somewhat distant from the source. From 

the dependences of these intensity decreases on the charged 

particle concentration at the discharge source and on the 

static pressure, the collision processes which predominate 

in the afterglow were postulated and further, those rate con-

stants were estimated. The characteristics of the d.c. dis-

charge in the flow are shown first. The collision processes 

connected with rapid decrease in intensity are described in 

the first half of this thesis and those connected with slow 

decrease are in the latter half. These results are summa-

rized below. 

   The mechanism of electron release as well as ion release 

from the discharge source is theoretically interpreted as fol-

lows. Massive ions transferred downstream by collisions with 

flowing neutral atoms are released from the electric field of 

 the discharge source much easier than electrons at first, and 
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       consequently by the produced Coulomb force in the flow direc-

       tion electrons are also released downstream to become the 

      plasma flow. The electric field produced in the flow direc-

      tion due to EGD effect decreases so rapid that decrease in 

      intensity of Hg lines near the source is not affected by this 

       field. 

          It is found that the electron density near the source in-

      creases linearly with the discharge current in the glow dis-

       charge region where the electron temperature is almost con-

      stant. The intensity of radiation emitted from highly ex-

      cited levels also increases linearly with the electron densi-

      ty. Thus rapid decrease in intensity of Hg lines is found 

      to be controlled by electron excitation and the line intensity 

      is found to be proportional to the spontaneous radiation emit-

      ted from highly excited levels since the ratios of the tran-

      sition probabilities estimated from the relative intensity 

      measurements agree well with those of the values from NBS 

       Table. 

         Rapid decrease in intensity of radiation emitted from high-

      ly excited levels near the discharge source is interpreted in 

      connection with the electron diffusion to the wall and the 

      electron attachment. The diffusion coefficient calculated 

      from the experimental results is found to be about 4-5 times 

      as large as the ambipolar diffusion coefficient measured in 
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the positive column by W.L.Granowski.  This value 

can be interpreted as the transition from free to  ambipolar 

diffusion under the experimental condition and as the incre-

ment of the diffusion coefficient due to the negative ion 

produced by the electron attachment. The limit where the 

transition from free to ambipolar diffusion is remarkable in 

mercury atoms is calculated by means of constant ratio approx-

mation and it can be found that the free diffusion predomi-

nates in the condition as follows. 

           Te =  De/1.1e  3.5x10  -fine 

Under the present experimental conditions with  ne = 5x108  cm-3 

and Te = 2 eV, the effective diffusion coefficient calculated 

by constant ratio approximation is almost equal to Dap how, 

ever, that calculated by accurate calculation will  be  esti, 

mated to be about 1.5 times as large as  Da. Since in  non, 

equilibrium condition, the ambipolar diffusion coefficient 

is proportional to the electron temperature, the corrected 

effective diffusion coefficient introduced in Chapter 3 can 

be probably estimated to be near the ambipolar diffusion  co-

efficient at 2 eV. This value agrees well with that  calcu-

lated from the half breadth of the radial intensity profile. 

On the other hand, relatively slow decrease in intensity of 

the resonance radiation cannot be interpreted in connection 
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with the behavior of electrons mentioned above. This de-

crease is ascribed to imprisonment of radiation and quenching 

of 63P1 states by collisions with mercury atoms . The absorp-

tion coefficient calculated from the experimental results 

agrees well with that given by M.W.Zemanski, and the quench-

ing cross section of  63P1 states by collisions with mercury 

                                                          0 atoms is estimated to be 0.038A. 

   The electron attachment coefficient is estimated to be 

about 1.6x10-13                    cm3s-1. This electron attachment process 

is interpreted as the production process of short-lived nega-

tive ions, which are separated into metastable atoms and elec-

trons, shown by U.Fano and J.W.Cooper. The possibility of 

this process may be supported by decrease in intensity some-

what distant from the discharge source controlled by electrons 

and positive ions, and supported by the maximum of the meta-

stable atom density exhibited near the discharge source. 

If this process is regarded, the dissociative rate constant 

of the short-lived negative ions separated into metastable 

atoms and electrons may be estimated to be about 2x104  s-1 . 

   Metastable atoms may be produced in the case when the 

short-lived negative ions are dissociated, and also in the 

case when the resonance states are quenched by collisions 

with mercury atoms so that the metastable atom density near 

the discharge source will become large. Then decrease in 
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    number density of  metastable atoms with a long life time can 

    not be affected by the cascade transitions from highly excit-

    ed states  to the metastable states in the recombination re-

    gion. It can be interpreted as the diffusion loss and the 

    conversion from metastable atoms to  metastable diatomic  mole-

    cules by collisions with mercury atoms. This conversion 

    frequency and the diffusion coefficient of metastable atoms 

    are estimated to be  vm = 8.3x102p  s-1 and  Dm = 82/p  cm2s-1 

    respectively, when the radial dependence of flow velocity is 

    not taken into consideration. Assuming a parabolic viscous 

    flow, these value are estimated to be  vm = 6.6x102p  s-1 and 

 Dm  = 64/p cm2s-1 respectively. The latter diffusion coef-

    ficient is agreeable to that obtained by A.O.McCoubrey and 

 H.Coulliette. By A.O.McCoubrey the rate converted by the 

    three body collision was estimated to be  vm =  5.8x102p2  s-1 

    at the pressure from 0.5 to 1.5  mmHg, however, in the present 

    experiment the conversion process is found to occur by the 

    two body collision at the rate  vm = 6.6x102p  s-1, whose 

    value agrees well with the result obtained by him at about 

    1  mmHg. In his experimental condition, mercury gas was su-

    perheated from about  70°C to  100°C, on the other hand in the 

    present experiment mercury gas was almost near the saturation 

     temperature. 

       Slow decrease in intensity somewhat distant from the dis-
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charge source is related to the dissociative recombination 

process. At the low pressure from 0.5  to  2.0 mmHg, the re-

ciprocal characteristic length  r is found to be independent 

of the discharge current. In this pressure range , the ambi-

polar diffusion coefficient for atomic ions and the conversion 

frequency at which atomic ions are converted to molecular ions 

by collisions with mercury atoms are obtained as  D
a+ =  1.6x102 

/p cm2s-1 and v = 1.5x102p2 s-1 respectively. The conver-

sion frequency is in comparable order with  100p2 estimated 

by M.A.Biondi. The current dependence of  c is found to be 

clear at the pressure more than 2.7 mmHg . From this depend-

ence the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for molecular ions 

and the dissociative recombination coefficient are estimated 

to be  Da2+ =  6.2x102/p  cm2s-1 and  a2+ =  3.7x10-7  cm3s-1 re-

spectively. This recombination coefficient is about 1 .5 

times smaller than that measured by M.A.Biondi. From the 

deta of the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, the electron tem-

perature in this region is estimated to be about 0.12 eV, 

which is relatively high in comparison with the electron tem-

perature in the afterglow reported by M.A.Biondi. It may be 

expected that high energy electrons diffuse to the boundary 

layer near the wall which may be a large energy damper , and 

are thermalized to recombine with molecular ions . This  in-

                                                                                                 . terpretation will be supported by the radial intensity distri-
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   bution which is flatter than zeroth Bessel function and ex-

   hibits the emission near the wall. 

      In order to make the dissociative  recombination clear, 

   hydrogen molecules are introduced into the mercury afterglow 

   plasma and depopulation of excited atoms has been observed. 

   If atomic ion-electron recombination is predominant, the 

   quenching Q of the radiation emitted from 73S1 state may be 

   expected to be equal to that of the radiation emitted from 

   63D3 state, however, in the experimental results it is found 

   that the quenching Q of the radiation emitted from 73S1 state 

   is smaller than that of the radiation emitted from 63D3 state. 

   This difference can be explained by the assumption that the 

   recombined molecule is separated into  n3P state and the ground 

   state atom or into n'3F state and the ground state atom. 

   The transition from n3P state to  73S1 state and that from n'3F 

   to 63D is estimated to be the radiative transition, because 

 A and Af are found to be independent of the static pressure 

   of the mercury vapor flow. The ratio of the probability at 

   which the recombined molecule is separated into n3P state and 

   the ground state atom to that at which the recombined molecule 

   is separated into n'3F state and the ground state atom is es-

   timated to be about 20, so that the recombined molecule is 

   almost separated into n3P state and the ground state. 

      The quenching  Q1 of the resonance radiation is found to be 
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considerably  large and depend on the static pressure , whose 

dependence can be quantitatively explained from that of the 

radiative imprisonment. The average quenching cross section 

                          2 

                                                  ° 

 5ql is calculated to be 6.6A2 which is comparable with the 

value obtained by M.W.Zemansky. 

   The quenching  Q0 of the metastable atom density is found 

to decrease exponentially. This behavior is interpreted as 

follows. The metastable atoms with a small decay constant 

produced in a large quantity at the discharge source are not 

affected by cascade transitions in the recombination region. 

                                             2 
                                                                                        ° The average quenching cross section 6

qo= 0.25A 

   As mentioned above, rapid decrease in intensity of radia-

tion emitted from highly excited states is controlled by the 

electron diffusion and the electron attachment. On the oth-

er hand, decrease in intensity of the resonance radiation 

masks rapid decrease related to the electron behavior due to 

the imprisonment of radiation. Slow decrease in intensity 

of mercury lines somewhat distant from the discharge source 

is found to  Ie due to the radiative cascade transition from 

the upper excited states produced by the dissociative recom-

bination. 
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